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Courthouse 100 years old
Harrington: Award result
of cooperation of many
individuals in town
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Pat Harrington said she was actually not feeling too confident
this year that Murray would once again be among the many cities
nationwide receiving a Playful City USA distinction.
"I don't know what it v. as. but I just didji't feel real good about
this year's application:. said Harrington, chairperson of the
Playful City Committee that is part of the Community Education
Advisory Council in Murray, consisting of several entities.
"Maybe the biggest thing was I was thinking,'Oh they'll want
to give it to someone else this year:"
Harrington. gladfully, was wrong. Last week, she received
word that Murray had indeed received the Playful City USA
label for the sixth consecutive year. making Murray the only
Kentucky recipient to have this honor six years in a row.
"I am pleasantly surprised." Harrington said Tuesday morning,
one day after the KaBOOM! non-profit organization that oversees the Playful City USA program released its 2013 recipients
Monday."I really think it's the cooperation of so many people in
this town that makes this possible. We have a lot of people who
are generous with their time and their money and are really concerned about our youth.
"It shows through 'our school systems. our youth clubs, everything here that deals with children, and I think the youth themselves really enjoy it. too."
KaBOOM started Playful City USA in 2007. A press release
said the organization's aim is "giving kids the childhood they
deserve by bringing play to those who need it most" to help local
governments address the lack of play in their communities.
Harrington said she updates the original application she sent for
2008.
This year's application included several additions, including
the Lions Club Community Skatepark at Murray-Calloway
County Central Park that was opened last fall. She said she is
already working on the 2014 lineup.
"We're hoping to add the completion of the skatepark. a hummingbird garden (in Chestnut Park) and several game areas
being painted at Murray Elementary School," she said. "Plus
we've got the Main Street Youth Center trying to build its basketball court so we are still working."
Tab Brockman. director of Murray-Calloway County Parks &
Recreation, said this is something in which the community
should take pride.
"It puts us in elite company," Brockman said, noting that

•See Page 5A
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A crowd gathers Tuesday on the north side of the Calloway County Courthouse to celebrate the centennial of the facility.

Residents gather to mark
anniversary oflandmark
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Kentucky Supreme Court Justice Bill Cunningham has spoken at
numerous historic occasions.
However, he admitted that Tuesday's keynote speaker's role he
inherited for the 100th anniversary celebration of the Calloway County
Courthouse in downtown Murray may have meant the most to him.
"It's because my roots run deep here in Calloway County," said
Cunningham, whose grandparents on both sides had land near
Kentucky Lake.
"This doesn't get done by accident, and it shows that the people here
understand what is important. So. I have a big question for you today
... Why are we here? We are here to reflect on the past. which is not a
deed in fashion these days."
Actually, as Calloway County District 4 Magistrate Johnny Gingles.

WEATHER

Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 77. Calm
wind becoming west 5 to 7
mph in the morning.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 57.
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Light and variable wind.
Thursday: Partly sunny with
a 40 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. A high
near 77. South southwest wind
3 to 6 mph.
Thursday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 61. South wind around
6 mph.
Friday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 76.
Southwest wind 6 to 8 mph.
Friday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 61. Southwest wind
around 5 mph becoming calm
in the evening.
Saturday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.

•See Page 3A

By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The City of Murray Public Safety met
Tuesday to discuss the possibility of making
part of South Ninth Street a one-way street, but
members decided to meet again before making
any recommendation to the full council.
The meeting was in connection to the sidewalks that will be built on South Ninth Street as
part of a Liveabilty Grant the city received with
the Murray Calloway Transit Authority. Project
Coordinator Peyton Mastera said he and the
planning and engineering department were recommending making South Ninth Street from

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger irtItnes

Georgia Adams of Paducah, formerly of Murray, points to the
name G.M. Potts Tuesday on the cornerstone of the northeast portion of the Calloway County Courthouse. Potts,
Adams' grandfather, was a Calloway County magistrate in
1913, the year the cornerstone was placed for the building.

Vine to Poplar streets a one-way street to better
integrate the sidewalk design.
Street Superintendent Ron Allbritten discussed the findings of two separate traffic
analyses that were conducted on South Ninth
Street in 2009 and 2011. as well as a pedestrian
count. He then yielded the floor to Ken Agent.
a research engineer from the University of
Kentucky Transportation Center who has
advised the city on the project.
Agent said the traffic volume was evenly split
going north and south and was not high enough
to prevent the city from making the section
under discussion a one-way street. He said that
with several visibility problems at intersections

in that area, it was not a good option to build a
sidewalk there if the city leaves it as a two-\ka,
street. Agent added that several KTC studies
have shown that one-way streets are safer and
have fewer accidents than two-wa streets.
Because the street goes through MurrayCalloway County Hospital property. the hospital's CEO. Jerry Penner. was consulted and he
spoke in favor of making the street a one-way.
He said MCCH agreed with the city stall that
having a one-way street next to the emergenc%.
room would be acceptable. and he agreed with
Agent that one-way streets were safer on :o'er-

•See Page 3A

Beshear: Lagoon bridge project gets underway
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ARRANGEMENTS

Work marks first
step toward new
4-lane span over
Kentucky Lake
at Aurora

fcci

Office of the Governor
Commonwealth of Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Steve Beshear
announced Tuesday the beginning of work on
the first phase of a long-awaited project to build
two badly needed bridges that will form a signature gateway to the Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area (LBL) in western
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Crews in the past week began clearing brush
and trees to make way for construction of a
bridge to span a lagoon on the western shore of
Kentucky Lake. The new Lagoon Bridge will
literally be a bridge to a bridge - serving as an
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Frantic 911 call leads to
three missing women in Ohio
and ring. She, Nah dressed in
imjainati and old sandals
At first Tejeda said she didn't
want to believe who the young
woman was "You're not
Amanda Berry." she insisted
"Amanda Berry is dead "
But when Berry told her she'd
been kidnapped and held captive. Tejeda said she gase her
the telephone to call police, who
arrived within minutes and then
took the other women from the
house.
On a recorded 911 call
Monday. Berry declared: "I'm
Amanda Berry. I've been on the
news for the last 10 years."
She said she had been taken
by someone and begged for
police officers to come to the
home on Cleveland's west side
before the man returned.
"I've been kidnapped. and I've
been missing for 10 years," she
told the dispatcher. "And I'm
here. I'm free now."
Police said Knight disappeared in 2002 at age 20 and is
32 now. Berry disappeared at
age 16 on April 21.2003. when
she called her sister to say she
was getting a ride home from
her job at a Burger King. About
a year later. DeJesus vanished at
age 14 on her way home from
school.
Berry is now 27, according to
the National Center for Missing
Children.
Exploited
Authorities didn't provide a current age for DeJesus. They were
found just a few miles from
where they had vanished.
Police identified the three suspects as Ariel Castro. 52; Pedro
,Castro, 54; and their 50-yearold brother.
Julio Castro, who runs a grocery store half a block from
where the women were found.
said Ariel Castro is the homeowner and his nephew. ,
Attempts to reach Ariel Castro
in jail were unsuccessful
Monday. Messages to the sherAP Photo Plain Dealer. Scott Shaw
iff's office and a jail spokesman
Cleveland Police stand outside a home where they say missing women, Amanda Berry, Gina went unanswered,and there was
DeJesus and Michele Knight were found in the 2200 block of Seymour Avenue in Cleveland no public, phone listing for the
on Monday, May 6, 2013. The three women who went missing about a decade ago were found home, which was being
searched by dozens of police
alive in a residential area just south of downtown, and a man was arrested,

By JOHN COYNE
THOMAS J. SHERMAN
Asaticialad Pima
CLEVELAND IAP)
The
woman's voice was frantic and
breathless, and she was choking
back tears. "Help me. I'm
Amanda Berry," she told a 911
dispatcher. "I've been kidnapped. and I've been missing
for 10 years and I'm. I'm here.
I'm free now."
Those words led police to a
house near downtown Cleveland
where Berry and two other
women who vanished a decade
ago were found Monday,elating
family members and friends
who had longed to see them
again.
Authorities later arrested three
brothers, ages 50 to 54. A relative said one of them is the
homeowner, his nephew Ariel
Castro.
Police Chief Michael McGrath
said he thinks Berry, Gina
Delesus and Michelle Knight

tied up at the housc and
held there since the) vs ere in
their teens of early 20%
A 6-year-uld also was found in
the home. and Cleveland police
Deputy Chief Ed Tomba said
Tuesday that the girl is believed
to be Berry's daughter
The women appeared to he in
good health and were taken to a
hospital to be evaluated and
reunited with relatives. They
were released from Metro
Health Medical Center on
Tuesday morning.
Neighbor Juan Perez told
NBC's "Today" show that he
rarely saw Castro or anyone else
at the house.
"I thought the home was
vacant. I thought he probably
had another property and he
would just come and check and
see if everything is OK." Perez
said. "I didn't even know anybody lived there."
The women's escape and rescue began with a frenzied cry
were

Ior help.
A neighbor. Charles Ramsey.
told WEWS-TV he heard
screaming Monday and saw
Berry. whom he didn't recut
111/t. at a door that would open
only enough to fit a hand
through tie said she was trying
desperately to get outside and
pleaded for help to reach police
"I heard screaming." he said.
"I'm eating my McDonald's. I
come outside. I see this girl
going nuts trying to get out of a
house."
Neighbor Anna Tejeda was sitting on her porch with friends
when they heard someone
across the street kicking a door
and yelling.
Tejeda. 50, said one of her
friends went over and told Berry
how to kick the screen out of the
bottom of the door, which
allowed her to get out.
Speaking Spanish, which was
translated by one of her friends.
Tejeda said Berry was nervous
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These undated handout photos provided by the FBI show
Amanda Berry, left, and Georgina "Gina" Deiesus Cleveland
Police Chief Michael McGrath said he thinks Berry, DeJesus
and Michelle Knight were tied up at the house and held there
since they were in their teens or early 20s Berry and the two
other women who went missing a decade ago were found on
Monday, May 6, 2013 elating family members and friends
who'd longed to see them again
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officers and sheriffs deputies.
Officials said Tuesday they
had no records of anyone calling
about criminal activity at the
house where three kidnapped
women were kept for years
before being found. They also
had no records of code violations or fire department calls.
Police did go to the house
twice in the past 15 years. officials said.
In 2000. before the women

vanished. Ariel Castro reported
a fight in the street. but no
arrests were made. Public Salo)
Director Martin Flask said. In
2004. officers went to the home
after child welfre officials
alerted them that Ariel Casfro."a
school bus driver. apparent!)
left a child unattended on a bus.
Flask said. No one answered the
door at Castro's house, and
police later determined there
was no criminal intent, he said.
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Dunn could hear decision
from Illinois State Friday
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer

The Illinois State University Board of Trustees will meet for
its regular quarterly meeting Friday, and ISU spokesman Jay
Groves said they could vote on their choice for the next president.
The Murray State University Board of Regents will meet for
its regular quarterly meeting on the same day, and MSU
President Dr. Randy Dunn is one of four finalists in the ISU
presidential search who visited the campus recently to meet
with the board and university constituents. Groves, who is the
chief of staff in the president's office, said that while it is not a
certainty that the board will vote on its choice for ISU's next
president Friday, there is a "strong possibility" that they will.
Groves said the presidential search advisory committee has
27 members,and the executive team of that committee met
Saturday, May 4,to review the finalists and the input the committee received from the campus community after the finalists'
visits. The ISU board's meeting will begin at 9 a.m. Friday.
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Lambda Chi Alpha Thanks Our Sponsors
for Making This Event Such a Success!

At Murray State University
AT THE CHERRY AG EXPO CENTER
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Saturday - 8AM-

Boones Cleaners
Miller Golf Course
The Plaid Rabbit
Dan's
Burrito Shack
Vintage Rose
Sullivan's
The Keg
Big Apple Cafe
Cheri Theatres
Pro Equipment Co.
Parker Ford Lincoln, Inc.
Backyard Burger
Tractor Supply
5th & Main Coffees
Express Tan
Haverstock Insurance

Ribbon Chix
Penique's'
Walter's Pharmacy
Yogurt Your Weigh
ZAX Imprinted Sportswear
David Taylor Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram
Fidalgo Bay
MSU Campus Tan
Martha's
Flowers by Whitney
Walmart
Pizza Pro
Little Caesars
McKeel Equipment
Briggs & Stratton
Murray Supply
•McDonalds
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II 100 years...
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(i NI huts. one oh %est.') 111415(sates listed on the gray shine facing
Main Street. His granddaughter.
kiitgia Attains. Cann' iii Tue..d.,)%.
c‘cni Ii, obserse her family 's
ins ohement in the courthouse's
estahlishment.
"Nly husband. Johnny (wheelhair-bound due to recent kg surger I told me he ssasn't about to let
me miss this.- said Adams. a
Murray native now living in
Paducah. "I'm just very proud that
Potts wits part of this, the
fiumdation of the courthouse: I'm
Aso glad .so many people showed
up tix.ki
Yet. though celebration was the
theme oh the day. Cunningham
a aim' that the next generation has
a duty. to obserse future accomplishments.
"I remember in Johnny's speech
earlier how he said there were
5.04X1 here that day. 100 years ago.
I look out at this crowd today and
it's a good stretch to say hundreds.said the •Instice. It is up to us to
make sure that they understand that
a place such as this courthouse is
locally our last virtue of control.
"We demand control over our
Ivies tin a number of issues related
to local gosernment) and under the
losing and caring shadoss of this
courthouse. we are able to have
that. We must also remember that
efficiency'. at the expense of freedom is not progress.Gingles said bond issues were
defeated twice in 1912 after two
previous versions of the courthouse
%sere destroyed by fire. first in 1873
and again in 1903. He said the
.‘ minx fiscal court met for the first
tune inside the current building in
January 1914.
Fs entuallv. the walls of the courthouse came to be the everyday
office of Robert 0. Miller, who
• Nerved many. years as Calloway
County judge-executive. Tuesday.
his son. Dr. Dan Miller. told of one
of his proudest memories he had of
his father, one that originated at the
courthouse he was honoring.
Kuntzler (renowned
cis il rights attorney of the late196)s) was coming to speak here
because there were issues with
protests at Murray State. Student
Giivenunent had OK'd him coming.
but the Board of Regents got cold
feet about it.- Dan Miller said. "I
asked Dad.'Would it be OK to have
him speak in the court house
square?' He said,'Sure.'
"He told me. 'Don't ever worry
about doing the right thing. Satisfy
less Astonish the rest.• 44ifiniller
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JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger & Times
Kentucky Supreme Court Justice Bill Cunningham speaks Tuesday during the centennial
of the Calloway County Courthouse in Murray. Cunningham, whose grandparents are
from Calloway County, said Tuesday's event may have meant as much to him as any historical event at which he has spoke.
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•Safety...
From Front
age. Sk. ith one of the main reasons
being the pedestrians don't have to
look both ways before crossing.
lie also mentioned a traffic accident several months ago in which
an MCCH staff member was hit by
a car, and said he believed accidents like that could be reduced
with a one-way street.
One resident of South Ninth
Street said she wanted sidewalks
there but objected to making it a
one-way street because she
thought it would mean more vehicles driving past her house and she
was concerned about the safety of
her three children. Allbritten disputed that assertion, saying it
would likely be the same number
of vehicles on the street, but they
would only be headed one way.
When asked if there would be
mid-block crosswalk on South
Ninth Street. Allbritten said would
there would continue to be a crosswalk at nearby intersection next to
a stop sign. but that painting in
mid-block crosswalks .does not
make it sal* for pedestrians and
can actually give them a false
sense of security.
At the end of the meeting,
Councilman Jay Morgan suggested that each committee member
visit and observe the site on their
own before meeting again prior to
the May 23 council meeting. The
date of the next committee meeting had not yet been determined.
but the city plans to have the entire
sidewalk project finished before
Oct. 30.
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•Bridge...
From Front
approach to a new, four-lane
bridge that will be built over the
main lake to replace the 81year-old Eggners Ferry Bridge.
Jim Smith Construction LLC
is the prime contractor on the
$24 million lagoon project.
which also includes construction of earthen causeways on
both sides of Kentucky Lake.
The lagoon project is part of a
much larger project to build new
bridges on both Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley - near-twin
basket handle, tied-arch spans
that will carry a dramatically
improved U.S. 68/KY 80
through LBL and Kentucky's
tourism-rich Western Waterland
region.
"Construction of the Lagoon
Bridge is a giant step toward
realization of a long-held dream
for the Jackson Purchase and
Pennyrile regions - replacement
bridges for both the Eggners
Ferry Crossing on Kentucky
Lake and the bridge over Lake
Barkley at Canton." Gov.
Beshear said.
Transportation
Kentucky
Secretary Mike Hancock said
the Lagoon Bridge project is
under a strict .timetable that
the
enable
should
Transportatiob Cabinet to contract for construction Of the
main bridge span in about a
year.
The Lagoon Bridge contract
allows 420 calendar days for
completion. with milestones at
190 days and 270 days for completing tests required to advance
the design of piers_ on the main
structure to follow.
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Pictured is a graphic rendering of the Lagoon Bridge Project
that is kicking off this week. This is the first step toward con
struction of a replacement for the Eggners Ferry Bridge an
Aurora.
The Lake Bridges Project,
which has been a high priority
for Gov. Beshear. will result in
the replacement of two functionally obsolete, two-lane steel
bridges that were built in 1932
to span the mighty Cumberland
and Tennessee rivers - long
before the rivers were impounded to form the lakes and the federally operated LBL. one of
Kentucky's premier tourism and
recreation destinations.
1
Each of the new bridges will
have a 550-foot-long main span
with travel lanes II-feet wide.
Each will have 4-foot-wide
shoulders and an 8-foot-wide
hike and bike path that will
extend through LBL along the
U.S. 68/KY 80 corridor.
The new bridges will be the
only basket 'handle, tied-arch
bridges in Kentucky and among
fewer than a dozen believed to
be in existence worldwide.
Gov. Beshear announced the

selection of the striking design
in July 2009 following a three
year public.participation process
that included input from . more
than 300 citizens.
The bridges are beiti
_
designed by two firms
Michael Baker Jr. Inc. and
Palmer Engineering.
Each bridge will cost an esti
mated $165 million to build.
Construction of the new crossings is expected to take five to
six years each. The entire U.S.
68 corridor reconstruction.
including the bridges project, is
expected to be complete by late
2017.
The venerable Eggners Fens
Bridge was irFte news ii!
January 2012 when a cargo ship
the Delta Mariner. struck [tic
bridge and tore away one of it,
spans. The 322-foot span .wil,
replaced in 121 days - in timc
tourism-critical
the
for
Memorial Day weekend.
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On riper trails broadecing
appeal of area's 'erawmitere
teuriene:
V.hen politicians and economic development leaders
talk about the tremendous
potential there is for "adven
lure tourism" in eastern Ken
tuck . they usually are think
mg of tourists speeding over
mountain roads on their allterrain vehicles. rafting on
the raging rapids of a mountain stream, hiking a rugged
mountain trail. or crawling
through a dark, damp cave
After all, those are the
types of "adventure tourisms"
• that draw the most attention
from the media and attract
young tourists looking for the
type of adventures that are
both fun and a bit daring
and risky. There are a number of such attractions already
existing in this part of Kentucky and new ones are opening all the time.
For the less adventurous
among us, there are attractions like the new HatfieldMcCoy River Trail. which
includes an 8.5-mile stretch
on the Levisa Fork in
Pikeville. It is a "blueway"
that hopes to attract those
who prefer a relaxing float
on calm waters to a rough
ride over rapids.
The Hatfield-McCoy River
Trail has been officially designated as a Kentucky Blue
Water Trail. ...
To promote tourism on
Tygarts Creek, Carter Caves
State Resort Park is planning
the BYOK Tygarts Creek
Kayak Float, a six-mile journey that cuts through Kentucky's most scenic limestone
gorge. which will begin at
10 a.m. May II at the Carter
Caves welcome center. The
trip will take about three
hours.
Some of us are either too
old or too young to speed
over a rugged mountain trail
on an ATV or to bounce
around in a raft on river rapids.
But most of us are not
too young or too old to safely enjoy a rather leisurely
boat ride in the HatfieldMcCoy River Trail or on the
Tygarts Creek Rail Trail. They
broaden the appeal of "adventure tourism" in this region.

The Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky
Oo pesolee Crifill spreading
further,
It would seem Kentucky's
public pension system profs
knis couldn't get Worse hill
ours is a state that never fails
to lice down to expectations
Farber this month We
learned that Scsen Cowie.
Louisville
Services. the
region's community mental
health agency. filed for bankruptcy reorganization in an
effort to get out from under
crushing pension payments
demanded by state lawmak
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Now it appears many mow
critical health-and human set
ice agencies are threatened
by the so-called "pension
reform" legislation the General Assembly approved in
March.
Among them: 51) public
health departments. nine
domestic violence centers. 13
rape crisis centers,child advocacy services, mental health
agencies and senirtrrrdrums
that serve some of the state's
poorest„most vulnerable and
most desperate citizens, The
Courier-Journal's Mike Wynn
reported Sunday.
Also affected: the state's
regional universities and community colleges. where officials already predict tuition
increases would be the only
way to come up with funds
demanded by lawmakers to
bail out the pension shortfall.
"I don't-know if they understand how much jeopardy
they are putting these programs in," said Eileen Recktenwald. executive director of
the Kentucky Association of
Sexual Assault Programs.
That's the most charitable
explanation. ...
Pension debt is gobbling
up so much state money "the
standard of living of all Kentuckians is at stake," according to Lowell Reese, a longtime critic of the state's public pension system and owner
of Kentucky Roll Call who
last year produced an excellent special report, "The
Kentucky's
Unsustainable:
Public Employee Pension Systems."
He's right and the worst
is yet to come if the governor and lawmakers refuse to
effectively address the problem.
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Fearless caregivers face many tests
OK. pop quiz before the final
exam. Raise your hand if any of
these statements describe you:
• I was a caregiver.
• I am currently a caregiver.
• I will be a caregiver someday.
• I will likely be the recipient
of caregiving some time in my
future.
Questions'? Oh yes. raise your
hand is many times as the
description fits. Some of us are
in for all four. perhaps even
most of us.
So you've got the idea. Today,
class, we are discussing the
many dimensions of caregiving.
grandparent
the
From
guardian of grandkids; to the
caregiver spouse or relative of a
loved one with temporary or
permanent infirmity: to the troubleshooting neighbor to the
community volunteer who
pitches in at the senior center,
the hospital. or hospice; to the
professional who serves the
needs of patient and/or caregivthe definition of caregiver
ing is not simple.
Just ask a room full of caregivers how they get through the
day. The answers run the gamut
from prayer, to humor, to mus-

tering the patience to appreciate
the plight of the one receiving
care. including the dementia
patient who might ask the same
question over and over, never
recalling the answer received an
instant before.
Talk to a Paducah man Daryl
Gaidner, who pauses to think
before he can describe how he
gets through each day caring for
his wife.
He hesitates for a moment
before replying. "I don't know
how to answer." he says. "You
get so caught up in the task at
hand. You dgn't really plan
things a whole day in ialvance.
The needs of the person are
ever:changing."
As Daryl ruminates on the
challenges of caregiving. he
explains that serving the day-today needs of his wife demands
such intricate yet flexible attention that he does not always recognize the subtle ways her condition has declined over time.
"It's not noticeable to us as it
might be to others," he admits,
adding that when his son visits,
he sees the changes more vividly than his father. •
When asked how he adjusted
to being the one on call 24 hours

Graduation
Saturday is graduation day at
Murray State University. the
May commencement that marks
both endings and beginnings.
Graduate Jonathon Headford,
for example.a Louisville native.
is headed for a Ph.D. program in
history at Texas Tech University
in Lubbock. His Murray State
MA thesis on professtonal
American sports during World
War II, completed under the
direction of Dr. Stephanie
Carpenter, is a model of sound
research and clear writing.
Because of a research paper on
Latin American sports that
Jonathon completed in Dr. Bill
Schell's class a connection with
a renowned Latin American
sports historian at Texas Tech
Was forged, thus leading to
Jonathon's impending study in
Lubbock.
These sorts of connections are
State
at
Murray
made
University every sesqester: connections between students and
professors. connections between
students and their subjects, connections between students and
professors at other universities
in the United States and around
the world. Students also, of
course, make lifelong connec-

tions — friendships -- with
other students. After a proper
celebration this weekend, other
young men and women. Murray
State graduates all, will end
their undergraduate and graduate careers here to commence
new adventures all iiver the
United States and indeed the
world. This is reason to celebrate.
Abraham Heschel. a Jewish
rabbi, remarked that "true
insight is a moment of perceiving a situation before it freezes
into similarity with something
else." One writer paraphrased
statement.
rabbi's
the
"Celebration," he wrote. "is a
moment of perceiving a situation before it freezes into similarity with every other experience in our past."
Celebrations help break up
the hum-drum tick-tock of our
lives. We set these times aside to
remember the past. to revel in
the present, and to anticipate
what the future might hold. In a
sense, a celebration serves as a
culmination a all that has gone
before. A graduation or commencement is the academic culmination of years of coursework, homework, research
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Nevertheless, the transformation from business executive to
chief caregiver was plain common sense for Daryl."It was my
turn to give back. That's what
gets me through the day." he
declares.
He counts the little blessings.
For instance. his _wife, unlike
others suffering from dementia.
sleeps all night. Balanced
against that plus. however, is a
major challenge. "She can disappear in an instant." he says.
adding that the sheriff's department in Paducah has a program
that provides something called a

Lifesaver Bracelet, to assist in
finding a person who has wandered away.
Last week, Gardner was one
of more than SO participants in a
"Fearless Caregiver" conference
at Paducah's Four River Center.
hosted by the Purchase Area
on
Aging
&
Agency
Independent --Living. Another
event that recognizes May as
Mental Health Month is -The
Best Is Yet To Come," which
will he from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday. May 22 at the
Gospel Mission Worship Center
in Paducah.
There is a registration fee for
the May 22 event, which is
designed for a different audience, including hospital workers, human services organizations,.long-term care and home
health professionals. etc. The
is
registration
deadline
Wednesday, May 15. Contact
Vicki Williams at the Purchase
Area Development District for
additional details. The number
is 1-877-352-5183.
Read Main Street online at
it, ww.m urrayledger.com.
Contact the columnist directly at
constant-mks-ander@twc.corn.
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papers. and
exam ma lions.
Dr. Harry
Spalding. a
Kentucky
family doctor and at
one time
the mayor
Home and
Bardstown.
Away
By James
was also a
poet. His Duane Bolin
collection Ledger & Times
Columnist
of poetry,
"Tales of a
Kentucky Town," includes a
poem about the last days of the
old Bardstown Preparatory
School for Boys.One of my former students, Jen McPherson,
now a graduate student at the
University of New Mexico,
quoted from Spalding's 'The
Last Prep Man" in her research
report on Nelson County in my
History of Kentucky class. The
poem gives a note of finality at
the last commencement of that
venerable institution:
"And now he was the very last
Of all that he'd then known;
Thefaces, the names, the glow
In friend's eyes, the teachers

past
The span of time, the truth
they'd shown,
And the voices that ('cho,
echo, and echo."
Certainly a sense of finality as well as celebration pervades the pomp and -ircumstance of graduations. d yet.
there is at the same time an
understanding that there is so
much more to experience and to
learn. "You cannot help but
learn more as you take the world
into your hands," wrote John
Updike."Take it up reverently,"
he advised."for it is an old piece
of clay, with millions of
thumbprints on it."
So,to the graduates of Murray
State University. take up the rest
of your lives reverently. You
will encounter millions of other
thumbprints as you proceed, but
you will also leave your own
mark, a thumbprint like no
other.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at
Murray
University.
State
Contact him at JBolin@murraystate.edu.
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sons. Darren Pruiii. of South 1-1111011. Pastor Gregory Pruitt and wile.
Evon. of Murray. and Preston -"Ilirey- PC:1P.M of Trenton. Tenn .
seven grandchildren. brother. William "Bill" Pruitt. of Knoxville.
Tenn . and two sisters. Patricia Hayes. of Paducah. and Velineter
Hines. of Memphis. Tenn
Online condolences may be made at %kW% hornheaktuner
alchapel corn. Arrangements are being handled by llornbeak
Funeral Chapel
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Graveside services for Roger Lee James, 70;of Benton. Ky.. will
be held at 2:MI p.m. Wednesday. May K. 2013. at Murray City
Cemetery. with John Dale officiating. Visitation
ImPligIrr will he held limn 12-2 p.m. Wednesday. May K. at
Blaliick-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Serving as pallbearers will he Michael James.
Brian James. Dennis Scott. Jeremy O'Bryan.
Clayton Stalls and Chuck Wiaxls.
Mr. James died Sunday. May 5. 2013. at .4:14
a.m. at his home.
He was born July 2. 1942. in McVeigh. He was
married to Ruth Ann (Scott) James on June 16.
1961.
James
He was a member of the Glendale Road Church
of Christ and was retired as the owner of West Kentucky Burial
Vault Company for over 20 years.
He was preceded in death by his son. Roger Dwayne James Jr.; his
father. Wilson James; and two! brothers. Franklin D. James and
Ronnie Dale James.
He is survived by his wife. Ruth Ann (Scott) James; son. Brian
James and wife. Kimberly. of Hardin; mother, Emma (Thacker)
James, of Murray; sister. Wilma Woods and husband. Charles. of
Murray; brother. Estil James. of Hazel; grandchildren. Michael
James and wife, Alesha. Alyssa Lynn James and Ella Kathrine
James; mother-in-law, Marie Scott. of Murray; brothers-in-law.
Dennis Scott. of Murray. and Woody Scott, of Ohio; sisters-in-law,
Priscilla Vobrocek, of Illinois, Arlene Lott and husband. Frank, of
Tulsa. Okla.. Rita Gail Liebe, of Owensboro, and Carol James, of
Mayfield; and several nieces and nephews.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

--Harold lunebug' Hopkins
Funeral services for Harold "Junebug" Hopkins Jr.. 73,of Murray.
Ky.. will be held Thursday. May 9. 2013. at 11 a.m. at BlalockColeman & York Funeral Ho-Me. with Daniel Hopkins ancMayne
Hopkins officiating. Burial will follow in Jeffrey Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Wednesday. May K. at the
funeral home.
Serving as pallbearers will be Matt Hopkins, Scott Hopkins,
Kevin Hopkins. Ricky Miler. Roger Starks and Dale Southard.
Mr. Hopkins died Monday. May 6.2013. at 4:18 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was horn June 27, 1939. in Dexter to the late Stanley and Mary
Belle (Childers) Hopkins.
He was preceded in death by six brothers, Hercy. Bill, Glenn (Bo).
Frank. Doug and Charles; and three sisters, Estelle, Mary Nell and
Edna.
He is survived by his daughter. Jana Barnett, of Murray; three
sons. Ricky Hopkins. of Shilo. Mike Hopkins and wife. Suzy, of
Clarksville.Tenn.,and Matt Hopkins and wife, Angie,of Almo; sister, Reba Dell Schroader, of Dexter; eight grandchildren, Blake
HopkinS, Jerod Belcher, Candice Belcher. Ryan Hopkins. Derek
Hopkins, Lauren Hopkins Brown. Katie Barnett and Georgia
Barnett; and one great-grandchild.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Parkinson's Disease
Foundation. 1359 Broadway. Suite 1505. New York, N.Y. 10018.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.
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Carol Sue "Suzie" Davis-Burger. born Nov. 3, 1946 in Murray,
Ky.. passed away peacefully on May 2. 2013. after a very long and
courageous battle with cancer.
Carol was preceded in death by her mother, Ms. Lorene
Holsapple, and her father, Mr. Otis Davis.
Loving wife of Mr. Dean Burger,Carol was also a loving mother
and is survived by her four sons. Butch and wife,Julianne. Michael.
Keith and Timothy Hartman. She is also survived by her sisters,
Mrs. Janice Sprinkle and husband. Mr. Frank Sprinkle, and Mrs.
Barbara Holsapple-Moore and husband. Mr. Bill Moore; brother.
Mr. Ronald Davis and wife, Mrs. Linda Davis; grandchildren,Carly,
Sophia. Gabriella. Krew and Khloe Hartman; and 8 nieces and
nephews, all of whom she loved so very much.
Carol "Suzie" had the most loving soul and a carefree spirit that
will be deeply missed by everyone who knew her, especially by her
boys, whose biggest regrets were the miles that separated them from
her. We take comfort in knowing that the Lord has called her home
and finally relieved her of all the pain and suffering. Now she is safe
in His arms and happy with those she loved and lost while she was
here.
A memorial service is planned for Saturday. June IS. at II a.m. at
Calvary Temple Church in Murray.
Carol had many relatives in addition to herself that suffered the
challenges of cancer. Her ni6ther. father and aunt all succumbed to
the disease. As well, Carol nearly lost one of her boys to this affliction before it took her. Because of this Carol's family is asking that
in lieu of flowers for the memorial that donations be made to the
American Cancer Fund.
Donations can be made online at www.AmericanCancerFund.erg;
or American Cancer Fund, P.O. Box 7262, Hillsborough, NJ.
08844-7262.
Online condolences can be.left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.
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lion Moody graduated horn ilie I rtliSelS14 of
1(011114k y with .1 degree in eillicaiain He taught for
Iwo yen,. AI Bellevue High School in Northern
Kentucky fie earned a graduate degree in educa
trim hum the I norrsity Liner he served a% fCgl%
II al mid ussir Ill 1411 at Ilk' 1.1'11110411 Baptist
College While a student .ii the II no,ersil!y of
kelllUt ky the handsome SI /Idler It'll III love IA WI
the beautiful so ed. Emma Ikeda Redden. from
lb idgens ille KY They married in MalCh of 144N.
Moody
they townie(' married wad het death in 200X
lom Moody loved le...W. and delighted in Ills
4.0.110.'141114411 1411h Chrl..11:111 people. many ol whom
he had introduced III Jesus himself Three gifts
........
characterized his minislo, lin the nest 40 years
pastoral %is:IA.41m. Sunday School organtration
and personal evangelism. lie serv,ed three church
11.First Baptist
es Ashland Avenue Baptist in I.exinglon r 19S0-96O
in Murray (1960 Igniy. and 1972,14N2 r and Flinissant Valley,
Baptist in St. Louis i 1%6 1972I fie was ordained to the gospel
ministry by the Murray church In 14714 loin loured Israel Iss we and
u trips especially Iii
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university students to the house for Thanksgiv mg dinner: kneeling
with the Lundy tor evening prayer'.. camping with the family in
Florida. the Smoky Mountains and Washington. D.C.. raking bus
loads of youth to Ridgecrest. play mg Rook and Skipbo. and listen
ing to Kentucky basketball on the radio
G. T. Moody was preceded in death by his father Have Slim sly.
and his mother. Maple Claire, also his brother. Bill. Ile is survived
by his sisters Barbara and Louise. and one brother Bobby. also tour
children: David (Rana) of Ldwardsv die Illinois. Dwight dant and
Debbie (Bill Sapp) of Lexington. and Deena (Carl) Kuhl of
Louisville; and I 3 grandchildren and 1 2 great grandchildren. all of
whom are above average.
The family will receive v'sinus lo win 10-1 2 arn LSI at Central
Baptist Church in 1.ex melon. Ky . on Thursday. May '1 A serv ice of
worship led primarily by his gramIchildren vs ill begin at main after
which lunch will he served. Ile will he buried on Friday morning.
May 10. in Camp Nelson National Military. Cemetery .nist south of
Lexington. The family requests that generous memorial gills he
given to the Mission Fund at First Baptist Church of Murray. the
Worship Fund at the Baptist Seminary of Kentucky and the Mission
Fund of Westside Christian Fellowship of 1.o. Angeles More than
that, we urge all who knew him to honor his hie by practicing kindness to everyone, telling someone about Jesus and his love. and
organizing people for a good and godly purpo.e.
This is a paid obitmirs.
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Toun Crier
• The Murray Independent
School bistrict Board of
Education will meet for its
regular monthly session at 7
p.m. Thursday in the Carter
Administration Building on
South 13th Street. Agenda
items will include: Oral
reports. including a discussion on the Kentucky Institute
of Aerospace Education.
action items, featuring consideration/approval of audit
contract for 2012-13 for Kern,
Duguid & Associates, PSC,
soft drink and concession bid
for 2013-14. tentative budget
2013-14, salary schedule for
2013-14. first reading of policy/procedure revision for
Transfers and Withdrawals.
09.111. tuition waiver for
employees' children (per
House Bill 182), Career and
Technology Center Planning
Committee curriculum recommendation and appointment of board member to
Selection
Architect
Committee.

Committee will meet at 6- 15
p.m Thursday in the City Hall
council chambers. They will
hear the quarterly financial
report and the quarterly
Alcoholic Beverage Control
report.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at City Hall. There
will be public hearings for the
purpose of obtaining written
or oral comments regarding
proposed
use
of
the
Municipal Aid Funds and
Local Government Economic
Assistance funds for fiscal
year 2013-2014 and for the
purpose of obtaining written
or oral comments regarding
the proposed city budget for
2013-2014. The council will
then vote on the first reading
for the ordinance establishing
the annual budget.
The council will also hear
the presentation of the
Murray Convention and
Visitors Bureau annual budget and recognize representatives of Murray High School
The
Murray and Calloway County High
Personnel/Finance School.

•'Playful City'.• •
Edelen releases audit of tax settlement
FRANKFORT. Ky. - State accounting.
Auditor Adam Edelen has
no
The auditor noted
released the audit of the sher- instances of noncompliance.
iff's, settlement - 2011 taxes for The Aiding also noted no matCounty Sheriff
C7alloway
control
William Marcum. State law ters involv Mg internal
and its
over
financial
reporting
requires the auditor to annually
considered
iiperatilin
that
were
audit the accounts()leach county sheriff. In compliance with to, be material weaknesses.
this law, the auditor issues two
The sheriff's responsibilities
sheriff's reports each year: one include collecting property
reporting on the audit of the
taxes, providing law enforcesheriff's tax account and the
other reporting on the audit of ment and performing services
the fee account used to operate for the county fiscal court and
courts of justice.. The sheriff's
the office.
The apdit found that the sher- office is funded through statutoiff's finaficial statement fairly ry commissions and fees colpresents the taxes charged.
lected in conjunction with these
credited and paid. for the period
duties.
April 16. 2011 through April
The audit report can he found
16. 2012. in conformity with
the modified cash basis of on the auditor's website.

From Front
Murray joins only 22 other
cities in the nation in receiving
the recognition six years in a
row. "That's a really nice thing
to have m a community and it
speaks of the collaborative spirit of so many groups working
together."I'M definitely happy for
Murray and Calloway County
about this.- Said City of Murray
Mayor Bill Wells. -but this is
actually a regional thing. too. to

Insurance Rates
Too High?
GIVE US A CAll. TODAY!

270.759.5151

MPD reports arrest in vehicle break-ins
Staff Report
A Murray man was arrested
early Tuesday morning on
charges related to several vehicle break-ins.
According to Murray police.
officers responded to 215
Brentwood Lane at 5:11 a.m. in
response to a call that someone
was breaking into vehicles at
the location. MPD has reported
Matthew Deese, 20. fled on
foot and was taken into custody

a short time later.
Police allege Deese is responsible for several break-ins that
have occurred in the area. He is
charged with three counts of
theft by unlawful taking from
an automobile, resisting arrest,
and
mischief
criminal
fleeing/evading police 2nd
degree (on foot).
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

Vehicle
your
Sell
for only

per dayl

Display your car, truck.
SUV, boat or motorcycle
in a high-traffic location
for only $1 per day.

INSURANCE

David Ramey
MI'REMY

111

"STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. tya..-15 056a5+ 8736
+ 0.58
Air Products
458.73 • 1.98
Apple
17.48+0.39
AT&T.Inc
11.49 + 0.33
BUT
12.87 .0.01
Bank of America
Briggs & Stratton ...-.- 22.100 + 030
19.99 • 0.03
Bristol Myers Squibb
+ 2.18
.89.77
Caterpillar
Chesron Texaco Corp _123.05 -0.20
.26.02 + 0.86
shoo
18.65- 031
Foods
Dean
91.07 +0.49
14.19+0.10
22.66 + 0.014
31.25 + 0.23
.258.07 + 2.44
Amazon
Goodyear 1-wr & Rubber _13/17 + 0.23

Exson-Nlobil
Ford Motor Co.
General Electric
Glato Smith Kline

Prices 411% of close 01
Mai 7. 201.4

Inmint,.. on

FlopFed Banc*
1 B 11 '
Intel
Kroger
.
Mattel.

10.80-0.15
.203.37 + 0.59
.24.11 + 0.22
M.% + 0.46
45.%+ 0.45
+ 0.17

45.24+0.26
Merck
.....- 3336 - 0.311
Microsoft.....
037
J.C. Penney__.......
0.76
Pepsico.Inc.---........--83.26 +
-29.02 +030
Pfizer. Inc.
.14.72+ 0.01
Regions Financial
42.59
+ 0.55
Corp
Sears Holding
41.47 + 0.83
Time Warner..
13.13 +1124
IS Bancorp
7439+ LON
WellPoint.Inc
Vial-Mart

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants
Ron Arant 1 Heath Scott
Court Square 1 Murray, KY 42071
270 753 3366 1 800 444 1854
Hours IMO am -5-00 pm M-F
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show that vs e should be thankful
to live in an area that gives its
youth so many opportunities."
Wells also remarked on how
the sixth PlayfuL City USA
honor truly puts Murray in a
class by itself.
"Let's see. we have this for the
sixth,year. we were named the
Friendliest Small Town in the
Country by Rand McNally and
included in the Top 10 Small
Cities list by Rand McNally. No
one can compete- with that trifcctl "
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CCMS orientation to be held

Boyd and Wortham

Calloway County Middle School w ill host Middle School
Orientation on Thursday. May 9.1* 6:30 p.m. The event w ill he held
at CCMS and will include a group meeting for parents and students.
school tours and information about clubs, sports and ac.ily roes
Refreshments will be pros 'tied. All current Calloway 5th graders
and any students who will be attending CCMS for the first time in
the fall are invited to attend. For more information contact school
counselor Beth Brockman at 762-7355. ext. 142 or email
beth.brocknianaicalloway.kyschtxils.us.

Pricetta and Ray mond 150%d. of (ad,,. announce the engagement
and upcoming wedding iit then daugluei. I..iQuisha Boyd
Aorthiun. %On nut Rhonda and LIM VOUit•h. ot Murray . and Dayvi n
and Gary %,irtham. of Cadiz
Mish Boyd is the granddaughter of Doris and Lllion 11%111 and
tannic Boyd. all of Cadiz. She is a junior majoring in social v., k at
Spalding I:nisei-say in Louiss ilk Miss Boy d is employed hy Aliet
Glow Custom Design Jewelry.
'Mr. Wortham is the grandson of Linda and C.D. Cook. of
Elitabethtow n. and Shirley Warren. of Murray. and Deanie and
Yowl t Popeyei Wortham. of Murray. and Donna and ('hark'.
Harrington. of May field. He is attending Sullivan University in
Louisville and is employed by Joe's Older Than Dirt.
The wedding will take place at 3 p.m. Saturday. May llt. 2013. ai
Bloomfield Missionary Baptist Church in Cadiz. Only out-of-town
invitations are being sent. All friends and family are invited to
attend.

MWC Zeta Department to meet
The ladies of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet at the Hibachi King. located at 1415 Lowes Dr.. for lunch
on May 9 at 12:30 p.m. All members are invited to attend.

CCPL offers computer class
Callow ay County Public Library will offer "Microsoft Excel
2010 Session #5" on Thursday. May 9. from 9-11 a.m. The class
will cover basic, intermediate and advanced topics about Microsoft
Excel. Participants must have experience with Excel or must have
attended Session #4. For more information call the library at 7532288.

WKCTC students to
receive honors May 13
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky. - West
Kentucky Community and
Technical College will recognize 91 students at its upcoming
honors ceremony. including four
residents of Calloway County.
The ceremony will be Monday.
May 13, 2013. at 6 p.m. in the
Clemens Fine Arts Center.
Calloway County residents

We're celebrating Mother's Day with a
special sale... 20-75% storewate. excluding
Bnghton. Dresses will he 30% off. Yellow
Box sandals 16%.iuid we will he gising away
a $50 gift card for Mom.
Sale starts Wednesday. May 11th through
Saturday. the llth.
Many new items have been added to the
50% rack.
-r
We want to honor ow Mom's with great'
savings. Our Mother's always do so much far
Us. it is important to remember her on her special day and say. -Thanks. Mom, for esers

Active Parenting classes offered

receiving , honors recognition
include David Harris. Charrisa
King. Cindy Lawson and
Deneshia Wood.
Harris. a student of construction technology, will receive
honors recognition for carpentry. .
Moody and Brown
King. a student of cosmetolMr. and Mrs. Ricky A. Moody.of Buchanan. Tenn.. announce the
ogy, will be recognized as the
engagement and upcoming wedding of their daughter. Rikkilynn
outstanding overall cosmetolFoster Moody. to Phillip Craig Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs. Craig
ogy student.
Lawson. a physical therapist Brown. of Paris. Tenn.
Miss Moody is the granddaughter of Everett and Betty Moody.of
assistant, will be presented with
theraBuchanan. Tenn.. and Randell and Carolyn Foster, of Paris. Tenn.
the outstanding physical
pist assistant award.
Mr. Brown is the grandson of Wilma Brown and the late Frank
Wood will be named to Who's Brown,and the late Loren and Margie Chilcutt, all of Paris. Tenn.
Who Among Students in
The bride-elect is a 2010 honors graduate of Henry County High
American Junior Colleges.
She is a 'tudent.at Murray State -University and plans to
wiccrc has been recognized School.
graduate—with a bachelor's degree in elementary education in
for two consecutive years by
The Aspen Institute as one of the December 2013.
The groom-elect is a 2005 honors graduate of Henry County High
top 10 community colleges in
the nation for providing students School and a 2009 graduate of Murray State University with a bachwith strong job training and con- elor's degree in finance. He is a financial advisor and owns a finantinuing higher education oppor- cial advising practice with Northwestern Mutual in Murray.
tunity, for achieving high comThe wedding will take place at 5 p.m. Saturday. June I. 2013. at
pletion and transfer rates, and
East Wood Church of Christ in Paris. Tenn.. with music beginning
for providing strong employA reception will follow at the Paris Convention Center
ment results for its graduates. at 4:30 p.m.
Paris and Murray
For more information visit on East Wood Street. Only invitations outside of
attend.
to
invited
are
family
and
friends
are being sent. All
www.westkentucky.ketcs.edu.

thing

She will lose a long tunic in a hnght color
or bold pattern. We hare so many flattering
styles in choose from.
The soft swing tops with flattenng details
such as the high-low or the pointed ends on
the sides arc accessory reads_ They look wonderful belted or with a fabulous scarf and Jewelry.
Pull on styling in denim or patterns are
%cry popular and trending right now.
Ankle pants. capn's or long shorts are here
for S41111Ter 111 a Sand!, of styles and coWn
With the Yellow Box sandals on sale tor
25% off. you'll Want to stock up.
Our favorite pants which take 10 Ihs off,
are now on sale just tor Mother's Day. Now is
the time to get them in more than one color
NiNen Morgans is in. the blue and gold fragrance makes a gilt she will love. The hand
lotion n wonderful'
Congratulations to Cindy Ragsdale. who
won the giveaway this week. Come Into register or go to Facebook and click "Like" and
"Share- to be eligible.
New Brighton is here. more charms including Mont charms, and heads as well as graduation and favonte teacher are here.
Be Are to look at the neiv gold collection
in anghton.
We also base new pewter jewelry Mom
will lose. Free gift wrapping as always.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and fashion
report .
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Henry County Junior Livestock Association
Trail Ride & Lunch
Saturday, May 11,2013
Laurel Hill Cattle Co.
4111
(Owned by Dr. Gene Gulish)
Open to all who want to ride their horses or wagons
Cost $10 per person or $30 maximum per vehicle
ride out 10 a.m./Lunch 12 Noon/2nd ride out 1:30
1st
•
•
LUNCH WILL BE INCLUDED
Door prizes will be given away at this time.
Current molds e couja5 required and will he checked. No exceptions
•

•

Directions: From Paris take Hwy. 641 North toward Puryear. Between
mile markers 18 8 19 you will come to Rowe School Rd. and a large
white Laurel Cattle Co. sign. Turn right there. Go 3/10 mile and you will
see the fabulous gate to Laurel Hill at the sharp curve.
1GPS systems use 1200 Heather Lane, Puryear, TN 38251)

For more information, please contact:
Vicky Aiosa 731-707-3423, John Sutton 731-571-5890,
Brenda Ables 782-3244 or Chris Beloate 731-445-3887
Proceeds go to The HalLA scholarship fund
Special funding provided by

YLLAGE PARIS
S:ornellung For bervone Srorr
305 South 12111 • Many, KY • 753-7441
www.dkkelley.com
Jr

""eore,,,atutaii#

A stones throw to Kentucky...
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Beautiful custom-built, 3-story, full brick
4/5 bqdroom home on 5 acres. Home
features up/downstairs master bedrooms
with matching luxurious bathrooms.Top
grade kitchen w/granite counters & work
island, oak cabinets, double oven, pantry.
Wood & tile flooring throughout, 3rd floor
finished w/air return, solid wood doors,
ample & large closets, rear patio, 2 car
garage, concrete circle drive.The ultimate
shop fully insulated, w/3 car garage,
separated workshop area, full bath, cha,
water heater, covered parking area,
perfectly set Up w/plenty of storage.
View online at www.parisremax.com
MLS 109302 or call
Julie Leach @731-707-0113

R5'P11® REAL ME"
1011 Locust Street • Paris, TN 38242 • 731-707-0113
www.parisremax.com

Julie S. Leach, Realtor/Owner

Live on
Broadway
to be held
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky. — Paducah
Renaissance Alliance (PRA)
will hold the 2013 Live on
Broadway call for entertainers.
Live on Broadway is a signature community event featuring
outdoor music and entertainment, as well as historic
Paducah's wide range of retail
stores, art galleries, restaurants
and businesses. The 2013 Live
on Broadway will run May 25
(Memorial Day weekend)
through Aug. 3, most Saturdays
from 6-9 p.m.
New this year is the
"Summer Concert Series." a fun
riverfront musical experience
once a month on Thursdays.
The concert series will be held
on the riverfront Wilson Stage,
leaving room for dancing and
enjoyment on a weekday.
For more information, visit
www.paducahalliance.org. The
Paducah Renaissance Alliance.
a national Main Street program.
serves to stimulate the economic vitality of the historic downtown and Lower Town arts district, while protecting the historic integrity, of our community.

Active Parenting Nov. classes will be held Thursdays. May 9 and
16. from 5:30-8 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension Office,310
South Fourth St.. Murray. The cost is $35 per person or $45 per couple and includes a workbook and dinner at each session. To pre-register. call 753-1452.

Young Authors Camp to be held
Children ages 8-12 are invited to Young Authors Camp. to be
held June 10-14 on the campus of Murray State University. In addition to lots of writing each day. activities include crafts, art and
swimming. To register. contact Debbie Bell or Paul Walker at(270)
at
form
registration
the
out
fill
or
809-2401
http://murfaystate.edu/Libraries/CEAO/YAC.sflb.ashx.

ALS support group to meet
The ALS support group meeting for May will be held Thursday.
May 9. at 6 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness. Courtney
Kuzma with Tobii will be the guest speaker. For more information
call Mitzi Cathey at 293-1748.

Line dance to be held
A line dance will be held at the American Legion,330 Bee Creek
Road,every second and fourth Wednesday night. A dance refresher
begins at 6:30 p.m. and the dance is from 7-9 p.m. Admission is $5.
The public is invited to attend.

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, May 9,
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy./121 N. For
more information call Flenoy Barrow at(270)978-1052.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday.
May 9, at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121
N. An informal Meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30
p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow at 489-2436.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday. May 9,at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Murray. Meetings are open to the public and interested boaters are
invited to attend. For more information call Sylvia Canon at 7534934.

ALS Support Group to meet
The Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Support Group will meet
Thursday. May 9, at 6 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness Classroom. For more
information call Mitzi Cathey at 293-1748.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information call Dot at 7534803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program. meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

Fun ride set for Thursdays
GearUp Cycles. 104 North 15th St., Murray, will hold a 90minute fun ride each Thursday around Murray and Calloway
County beginning at 5:30 p.m. Participants will then meet up at
Mugsy's restaurant. Murray. for a post-ride hangout. The public is
invited.

Claims assistance for veterans offered
Veterans may receive free counseling and assistance in filing
claims for state and federal benefits on Thursday, May 9, at the
Paducah VA Clinic, located at 2620 Perkins Creek Road. To schedule an appointment call (270)444-8465 or visit the clinic.

Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

JOIN US FOR MOTHER'S DAY!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

www.cypressaprIngsresort.com
Still pwned & Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-5496
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Johnson and Giles

Mr.and Mrs. Gregory Phillips

Mr.and Mrs.James Elkins

Jimmy and Karon Johnson. of Muria). announce the engagement
and upcoming wedding of their daughter Jessica G. Johnson to
Adam D. Giles,son of Dorothy. Butler and the late Charles Butler of
Hanceville. Ala.. Loria Blackwood of oneon(a. Ala _ and mark
Giles of Cullman. Ala.
Miss Johnson is the granddaughter of Joe and Janette Walker. of
Almo. and Joetta Johnson and the late Joe Pat Johnson. of mnrya‘.
She is a 2006 graduate of Callow a% County High School. a 2010
(iraduate of Campbellsville Universit% with a B.S. in middle grades
education and a 2013 graduate of Murra% State University w ith an
M.A. in education. She is employed by the Calloway County Board
of Education as a 7th grade math teacher at CCMS and assistant
girls' soccer coach.
Mi. Giles is the grandson of JOAnn Giles, of vinemony. Ala. He is
a 2004 graduate of Hanceville High School in Hanceville. Ala.. and
a 2007 graduate of the Commercial Div ing Academy in
Jacksonville. Fla. He is emploved by Mainstream Commercial
Divers in Murray.
The wedding will he held at 4 p.m. June S. 2013. at First Baptist
Church in Murray. All friends are ins ited.

Andrea Lee Keen. of Mt. Vernon. 111., and Gregory Wilson
Phillips. of Clear Springs. Ky.. were married Sunday. Nov. 4. 2012.
in a private ceremony in Boaz. K. The bride is the daughter of
David L. and Donna (Palek) Keen of Mt. Vernon. The groom is the
son of Jim and Carol Ann (Schmidt) Phillips of Clear Springs.
The ceremony was officiated by Mr. Tye Barnett.
Bridesmaids were- Monica Bogle and Sabrina Martin. both of
Murrav
Grootnsmen %%ere Matt Dobson of Cuba. Jason Jones of Mayfield
and Jeff Schmidt,of Benton.
The bride is a 1998 graduate of Mt. Vernon Township High School
and a 2004 graduate of Murray State University v% ith a master's
degree in mass communications. She is employed at Pulmo Dose
Pharmacy in Murray.
The groom is a 1996 graduate of Graves County High School and
a 2001 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree
in agricultural sciences. He is employed by W'K&T
Telecommunications in Mayfield.
The couple currentl% resides in Hickor%. K%

James and Lois Elkins. of Murray. will celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary Saturday. May IS. 2013.from 2-4 p.m. with a celebration at the Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church. All friends
and relatives are invited to attend. The couple requests no gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Elkins were married on May 21. 1953. in Corinth.
Miss. Attendants were Junior and Bobbie Childress.

WKMS to celebrate graduation memories
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Bob Lochte of The
Eisenhower Hour guest-hosts a
special "graduation memories"
episode of Sounds Good on
Friday. May 10. from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. on 91.3-FM WKMS.
Murray State University's listener-supported NPR station.
During the first hour hear a
conversation with MSU Pros ost
Dr. Bonnie Higginson. who
reflects on her career at the university and her upcoming retirement.
The second hour is 1950s
music by request from The
Eisenhower Hour library of
more than 1000 songs. Dr. Bob
encourages listeners who graduated from high school and college in the '50s to share their
stories and favorite songs from
the era. He will accept requests
and graduation memories at
msu.wkms@murravstate.edu.
facebook.com/wkms. or twitter.com/wkms.
Dr. Bob Lochte is Professor
and Chair of The Arthur J.
of
College
Bauernfeind
Business department of journalism and mass communications.
Fie sits in for Sounds Good host

Tracy Ross 11 a.m. to I p.m
second Fridays thonthly and
showcases music from the '50s.
WKMS has i weekly audience
estimated at about 20.000 listeners in the Four Rivers Region of
western Kentucky. southernmost Illinois And northwestern
Tennessee. The station's public

media services include 91.3 offers both channels WKMS
WKMS-FM, Murray; WKMS 1119-1 and HD-2 at wkms.org.
HD-1 and All-Music HD-2;X).9 where regular weekly schedules
WKMD and WKMD HD-1 and of programs are available.
HD-2. Madisonville; 89.5 Listeners with questions can call
WKMT, Fulton; 99.5 Paris, (800) 599-4737 during regular
Tenn., and All-Music 92.5 business hours.
and
105.1
Paducah
Madisonville. The station also

Run for Life 5k set
Special to the Ledger
The first ever Run for Life 5K.
to benefit the Life House
Pregnancy Center. will be held
Saturday. May 25.
The race will start at 8 a.m. at
Life House.602 Popular Street.
Murray. across from the Weaks
Center. Pre-register online at
www.murrayrunforlife.com or
stop by the Life House Care
Center and pick up a registration
form. Race day registration will
be available starting at 7 a.m.
"The purpose of the race is to
raise awareness for the precious
gift and value that each life
holds and to raise funding for
the ministry of Life House."

Please support the

It's, So eal
is opening tomorrow

THURSDAY,
MAY 9• 10:00 AM
25% OFF Everything!
(excludes letters)
Home & Garden Decor • Wreaths
Metal: Benches, Planters, Animals & Letters

Bring'
Friends!

Painted Furniture

Southside Shopping Center
615 South 12th St., Suite & G • Murray

Hours: Monday and Thursday Saturday 10 5,Sunday 1 5

For Zero-Turn Excellence,
Turn Here
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00,0 for 48
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TimeCutter SS zero-turn mowers

Starting at '2799
• 3-in-i cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines
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AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Steven L. Beshear, Governor
Lori H. Flanery, Secretary
Finance and Administration CAbinet
Honorable Larry Elkins, Calloway County Judge/Executive
Honorable William Marcum, Calloway County Sheriff
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the Calloway County Sheriff's Settlement - 2011 Taxes for the period April 16,
2011 through April 16, 2012. This tax statement is the responsibility of the Calloway County
Sheriff. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on this financial statement based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States ofAmerica, the standards applicableao financial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and the Audit Guide for
Sheriff's Tax Settlements issued by the Auditor of Public Accounts, Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statement is free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statement. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note 1, the Sheriff's office prepares the financial statement in accordance with
the modified cash basis, which is a comprehensive basis of accounting other than accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
In our opinion, the financial statement referred to above presents fairly, in all material respects,
the Calloway County Sheriff's taxes charged, credited, and paid for the period April 16, 2011
through April 16, 2012, in conformity with the modified cash basis of accounting.
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated
February 18, 2013 on our consideration of Sheriff's internal control over financial reporting and
on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant
agreements, and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing
ofinternal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not
to provide an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That
report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards and should be considered in assessing the results of our audit.
Res
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MURRAY HOME St AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

said Stephanie Kelly, executive
director.
There will be medals awarded
by age group and overall winners. Registration options are
available for a participant to
receive the official event shirt
and every runner will receive a
race bag with gifts and coupons.

MURRAY

270-753-2571

details Product availability pricing Is speoal promotions are sublect to dealer optons
See dealer or torn corn Iforo.(a tor Canadian residents)for arrant,

February 18, 2013
State law requires the Auditor of Public Accounts to annually audit fiscal courts, county clerks,
and sheriffs; and print the results in a newspaper having general circulation in the county. The
complete audit and any other audit of state agencies, fiscal courts, county clerks, sheriffs, and
property valuation administrators may be viewed in the reports section of the Auditor of Public
Accounts' website at www.auditorkv.gov or upon request by calling 1-800-247-9126.
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Pace uses doctor's warning
as motivation for better life
Special to the Ledger

Photo by Melony Bray / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

PIKES RAISE MONEY FOR HALF MARATHON: In addition to volunteering manpower
to set up the 2013 Murray Half Marathon, members of the Epsilon Lambda chapter of Pi Kappa
Alpha at Murray State University recently held two rebate nights at local restaurants to raise
money for the Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare's upcoming Residential Hospice
House. Pictured in front of the Hal E. Houston, MD Lodge are fraternity members with Keith
Travis, vice president of development, Susan Davis, endowment coordinator, and Jerry
Penner, MCCH CEO.

MCCH Blood Center
needs A,0-Negative
types from donors
Special to the Ledger

You need to do something or
you might not make it another
year...
These chilling and sobering
words were told to Marty Pace
by her doctor, and were the final
words she needed to hear to
make her own health and wellness a priority. At the time.
Marty said she couldn't walk or
stand kw very long and she had
diabetes, lymphedema and high
blood pressure.
"I couldn't even watch my
granddaughter play soccer. I
knew if I sat in a folding chair it
would definitely fold," she said.
So what the doctor said made
sense. And it was enough to
push Marty past her tradition of
dieting. losing a little weight and
then putting it back on. This
time, she went for a total
lifestyle shift.
It started with the decision to
have Lap Band surgery from Dr.
Brian Swain at Bariatric
Solutions in August 2008.
However, she said it took her
nearly a year to realize the sur-

from the hospital to'
gery was not a "magic
the wellness center. In
fix."
2010,
slic
April
"It was a tool, but it
walked a 5K in ilie
was the best tool I
Murray -Callow ay
could have to help me
lot
Endowment
succeed," she said. "I
Healthcare 'S
moderate what I eat
Centennial walk/run
much better now. I
event, and said "it
still have treats occatook forever. but I did
sionally but in very
it." Three years later.
small portions."
in April 2013. she
Complications with
walked the 5K portion
Marty's lymphedema Marty Pace
of the Murray Hall
made her wait six Face of W(illness
Marathon in just under
months before she
was cleared to exercise, but she an hour, earning a third place
eventually got started at the finish in her age group. She now
Center for Health and Wellness. works out 5 days a week. alter- .
It was there she learned to over- nating cardio and circuit traincome what many call "gymtimi- ing, and walks ?-1 mile six times
a week.
dation."
It started with a grim message
"I was so intimidated by the
'maintainers' at the gym, but the from her doctor but now Marty
exercise specialists wore me has taken control of her health
down and got me in there," she journey and said she's doing
said. "Outside of the hariatric great.
surgery, that had the biggest
"I turned 60 this year and I feel
effect on me."
100 times better than when I
Marty started out with 30 sec- turned 50. I am happier. physionds on the elliptical and 5 min- cally better, no longer diabetic
utes on the treadmill. Her goal and my lymphedema is under
was to be able to simply walk control," she said.

Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Blood Donor Center is
in need of all blood types. especially A-Negative and 0
Negative blood, at this time.
Area residents are given the
opportunity to donate blood by
attending one of the upcoming
blood drives in the community,or
Special to the Ledger
At MCCH, the Ultrasound
by making an appointment at the
staff has a combined more than
Blood Donor Center, which is
The Radiology Department at 40 years of experience. They are
located on the first floor of the Murray-Calloway
County accredited by the
North Tower at Murray Hospital. Hospital has been awarded a ACR in four areas:
A blood donor must be at least three-year term of reaccredita- General Ultrasound
18 years of age (or 16-17 with tion in ultrasound as the result of (abdomen,
small
parental consent), be in good an extensive
Vascular
review by the parts),
health. must weigh at least 110
American College of Radiology Ultrasound, OB/Gyn
pounds, and pass the brief physiand
(ACR). Ultrasound imaging, Ultrasound
cal and health history exams
also known as sonography, uses Breast Ultrasound.
given prior to donation.
The ACR gold seal
If you are interested in hosting high-frequency sound waves to
a blood drive, or donating blood, produce images of internal body of accreditation represents the
please contact the MCCH Blood parts to help providers diagnose highest level of image quality
illness, injury, or other medical and patient safety. It is awarded
Donor Center at 270-762-1 1 19.
only to facilities meeting ACR
problems.

MCCH Radiology receives ultrasound accreditation

For nearl:k three generations.
Murray ‘ioman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellnes of the women of
western Kentucky and
northwest Tennessee.
"When experience counts,
count 4111 our lifetimes ofexperience"
/Board Certified OW61 N

Wondering what to do
with your money?

PEPPERS
HOME OF THE Amt._
LIFETIME Li ,,,,,,,,
ETIMt
•
WARRANTY* itirr

Nurses Week
observed
at MCCH
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'
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Ronnie Lear

Michael D. Burgdolf

A ea Manage,

Field Representattve

270-705-7303

270-767-0077

Bucky Erwin
Fleic Representative
270 226 4885

Robert Vaught

EltirLT .1 I

Field Rept esentativc

270-293-7670

Practice
Guidelines
and
Technical Standards, following
a peer-review evaluation by
board-certified physicians and medical
physicists who are
experts in the field.
Image quality, personnel qualifications.
adequacy of facility
equipment, qualits.
control procedures.
and qual ty assurance programs
are assessed. The findings are
reported o the ACR Committee
on Accreditation, which subsequently provides the practice
with a comprehensive report
they can use for continuous
practice improvement.
The ACR is a national professional organization serving more
than 36,000 diagnostic/interventional radiologists, radiation
oncologists. nuclear medicine
physiciads, and medical physicists with programs focusing on
the practice of medical imaging
and radiation oncology and the
delivery of comprehensive
health care services.

Special to the Ledger

459 2013 DODGE DART RALLYE
Auto

fix PrW,
TC Sinus

Sat Radio -

Shawn Hale

Bellinda Sheetz Landry

Barry E. Newsome

field Representabve

Field Representabve

Financial Representative

270-293-8062

270-970-5075

270-753-3422

ittia
Brad Lowe

ield Rept esentativc

Stk 5C3058

$18,798"

270-873-9122

When it comes to our homes,cars, vacations, and even the foods we eat,
we often aspire to something bigger and betterYour savings should be
no different.
Woodmen of the World s Modified Endowment Life Insurance certificate,
the Enhancer; may be a better way to preserve your assets and help you
save for your future and the future of your loved ones.
•Your cash may accumulate faster than in a CD
•Tax-deferred gain until received
•Avoid the hassles of probate
•Tai-free death benefit if paid to named beneficiary

4119 2013 DODGE DART SE/AERO
1 at. Turbo 6 Sp
Auto R'W Pa.
IC U-Connect
awEiluetooth
Stk #C3225

, WOODMEN"
"'WORLD
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society
Home Office • Omaha, Nebraska

ddeferl-•
b

$21,535
- 300
- 750

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
SE Bonus Cash

$19,977**
D15C1. AVER

Call us today to find out if this could be your opportunity to set aside
money and save on income taxes.

1,085
- 537
- 750
-1,000***

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
SE Bonus Cash
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WHATEVER IT TAKES. WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK COMPANY.

PEPPERS ..-‘4 -

woodmen org

Insurance Protection

•

Financial Security

2400 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN
642-5661•1-800-748-6816
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Every year, TslatiOifill- Nurses
Week focuses attention on the
diverse ways America's 3.1 million registered nurses work to
save lives and to improve the
health of millions of individuals.
This year, the American
Nurses Association (ANA) has
selected "Delivering Quality
and Innovation in Patient Care"
as the theme for 2013.
"We appreciate all of our nurses for the quality and care they
deliver to our patients. each and
every day," said Lisa Ray, vice
president of Patient Care
Services at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Annually, National Nurses
Week begins on May 6, marked
as RN Recognition Day, and
ends on May 12, the birthday ot
Florence Nightingale, founder
of nursing as a modern profession. During this week, registered nurses at MCCH will be
treated to a celebration on
•
Thursday with food, music and a
recognition slide show. There
will also be a uniform sale
Friday.
Traditionally. National Nurses
Week is devoted to highlighting
the diverse ways in which registered nurses, who comprise the
largest health care profession,
are working to improve health
care.
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PREP BASEBALL

Lakers
win
second
straight
CAIIA)%A'
SHUTS 01 -I'
MAN HELD
Al' HOME
BY NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
Tuesday night's contest at
Mayfield was moved to
Calloway due to unplayable
conditions.
The Lakers shut out the
Cardinals 7-0 for their second
straight win in as many days.
Calloway County starter
Austin Anderson .effectively
shut down the Mayfield offense
through his four innings. He
only allowed four base runners
- giving up three hits and surrendering a walk.
"We got really good pitching
tonight, once again" Calloway
County head coach Zach
Hobbs said. "Austin Anderson
actually got his second start of
the year. He did really well for
the first four innings, then we
got Tyler Greer a couple
innings of work and he located
really well.
"Aaron Collie actually made
his first appearance of the year.
We had an opportunity to get a
senior in and he got to throw a
little bit, so he was excited."
In all, the three pitchers only
allowed five hits, walked one
and struck out two..
Hobbs also said his defense
came to play and after a two
error game Monday night
against Graves County showed
their mental toughness. Calloway improved to 8-15
on the season.
"I thought we played really
well tonight," Hobbs said.
"Defensively I thought we
played well and we had the
mental focus there and that
aggressiveness that I like was
back in us today a little bit."
The Lakers seven runs came
off six hits and were primarily
scored in the middle innings.
With six runs coming in the
third and one in the fourth.
Brannon, Andy
Caleb
Fraher, Hugh Paschall, Connor
Wagner and Wade Carter all
recorded hits for Calloway.
. Hobbs said there • is still
some room to improve at the
plate in order for the Lakers to
make a deep run in the postseason but things look like they
may be clicking for his Lakers.
"We still need to improve
offensively a little bit more,"
he said. "We scored seven runs
but we only had six hits.
get_ "I'd like for our at bats to
a little more competitive. The
guys were really trying on
things today, I could see adjustments being made at the plate.
And mentally some guys are
getting it.
"We've got to get going and
think we are. We feel good
about where we'll be going in
the next two weeks going into
the district tournament."
Up next is senior night
against Ballard Memorial
Thursday. First pitch is scheduled for 6 p.m.

OVC SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT

Becker,
Miller
earn OVC
honors

Still trucking
RACERS HOPE
TO STAY
HOT AS
TOURNEY STARTS
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
With a season choc ull ot
first and lasts now
the rear
view mirror. Kara mundson is
hoping there's stiT1.plenty of
road left for her Rach.
Playing its best softball of
the season, Murray State carries the No. 4 seed into the first
round of the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament today
against
UT-Martin
in
Charleston, Ill.
The Racers have won 8 of
their last 11 OVC games heading into today, and Amundson
says that's a very good sign in a
deep and talented tournament
field.
"Obviously we have been
playing well and that's exciting," the Racers first-year head
coach said. "We have a lot of
momentum and we feel very
comfortable and confident with
going up there and competing
well. There are a lot of good
teams that are to going to be
there, though. So we have to
come out and play well and
play our game if we want to be
successful.
"I really believe if we do
that we will have a great
chance to win the tournament,"
With the addition of SIUEdwardsville and Belmont into
the OVC, the format of the
was
league
tournament
changed from six teams to
eight.
That. Amundson said, will
make things even more intersting for the Racers, who have
gone to the OVC Tournament
in each of the program's first
four seasons.
"Obviously Eastern Illinois
(the host and No. 1 seed) has
sort of run away with some
things this season," she said.
"But if you look, they've lost

From MW Athletics
Ale %,:t Becker
and freshman Shelbey Miller of
the Murray State softball team
each earned conference honors
when they were announced at
the annual awards banquet on
Tuesday night in Charleston. Ill.
Becker was named to the AllOVC second team, while Miller
earned OVC All-Newcomer
honors.
Becker followed up a solid
freshman campaign in 2011 with
a very strong effort in her second season. She led the team on
the season with a .324 batting
average, 32 RBIs, 32 runs, a
.418 on-base percentage. a .619
slugging percentage and 12
home runs.
In addition, Becker has tallied the third most walks with
14. the most hit by pitches with
10 and has gone a perfect 9-for9 on the base paths. She was
also the only Racer this season
to earn adidas® OVC Player of
the Week honors, doing so on
March 25. Recently, along with
teammate CheyAnne Gaskey,
Becker earned Capital One
Academic All-District honors in
Sophomore

•See AWARDS, 10A

Ohio Valley Conference
Softball Tournament
May 8-11
at Eastern Illinois

RICKY MARTIN

Ledger & Times

Murray State senior Shelby Kosmecki releases a pitch during the Racers' final regular
season game against Austin Peay last Sunday.
some games and so 1 think even
they are beatable. The field is
probably as deep as ever, and
adding two extra teams has certainly helped with the difficulty
of winning."
The Racers bid farewell to
the program's first, four-year
senior class last' weekend, and
all four are expected to play

vital roles this week -- starting
with pitcher Shelby Kosmecki.
Kosmecki earned both wins
in a doubleheader sweep of
Austin Peay Sunday at Racer
Field. and Amundson said the
pitching duo of Kosmecki ( 1017)and sophomore CheyAnne
Gaskey (12-8) is crucial to
Murray State's success delen-

sively.
"When you look at our
defense, it all starts with what
we do. in the circle." she said.
"Shelby and CheyAnne have.
been terrific for us all season
long, and I have no reason to
think they won't be again this
week."
•See MC,10A

Today
01 #3 Eastern Kentucky vs #6
Jacksonville State, 10 a.m.
G2 #2 SIU-Edwardsville vs #7
Tennessee Tech, 1230 p.m.
G3. #1 Eastern Illinois vs. #8
Morehead State. 3 p.m
04 #4 Murray State vs. #5 UT-Martin,
530 p.m
Thursday
G5- 01 loser vs. G2 loser. 10 a.m.
G6- GI winner vs G2 winner. 1230
P.m.
G7: 03 winner vs. G4 winner. 3 p.m.
G8-. G3 loser vs G4 loser. 5:30 p.m.
Friday
09: G7 loser vs. G5 winner, 10 a.m.
GIO 06 loser vs. G8 winner. 12,30
p.m
G11. 07 winner vs.,G6 winner. 3 p.m
G12: 09 winner vs. G10 winner, 5:30
p.m
Saturday
G13. G11 loser vs. G12 winner. 10
a m..
G14. G11 winner vs. 013 winner, 12-30
p.m.
*G15 Gil winner vs 013 winner, TBA
'If necessary

1st REGION TENNIS TOURNAMENT

PAIR OF DOUBLES TEAMS;
ADAMS FAIL IN QUARTERFINAL PLAY
OF 1ST REGION ACTION

The other girls tiemi 111nal will feature No. I
seed Michelle McKamey
and No. 4 seed Emily
.
.
Whitnell.

Adams, the only player
from either school to
The semifinal rounds advance to the quarterfiare set at the 1st Region nals, dropped a 6-2, 6-0
Tennis Tournament at decision to Lone Oak's
Lone Oak High School, Madelyn Kauffman, the
but neither Calloway tournament's No. 2 seed.
Kauffman advances to
County or Murray High
squad members made it the girls semis where she
past quarterfinal play on will face No. 3 seed Risa
Paducah
Sonada
of
Tuesday.
Murray High's Natalie Tilghman.

The boys semis will
seed
No. 1
feature
Preston O'Donley of
Lone Oak against No. 6
seed Wes Averill and No.
2 seed Brock Sigler of
Tilghman
Paducah
against No. 3 seed Logan
Lone
of
McKinney
Oakley.
In boys doubles play
Calloway
Tuesday,
County's Bailey Futrell

STAFF REPORT

and Eric Winkler lost a
6-2, 6-1 decision to No.
and
Herter
2 seed
Rowton
of Paducah
Tilghman,
Herter and Rowton
will face No. 3 seed
Hagan and Davis of
Lone Oak in one boys
semi, while top seed
Hammons and Dalton of
Lone Oak faces No. 4
and
Simmons
seed
Graves
of
Wiggins
County.
In girls doubles play
Murray's
Tuesday,
Samantha Taylor and

Hannah Riley dropped a
6-0, 6-0 contest to
Ellenman and Dallas of
Lone Oak, the tourney's
No. 3 seeds.
facxe
will
They
Cappock and Paxton, the
No. 2 seeds in the semis.
Top seed Adams and
Garneau of Lone Oak
faces No. 4 seed West
and Porter of Paducah
Tilghman.
All players making the
semifinals will advance
to the KHSAA State
Tennis Championships.

MLB: CUBS 2, CARDINALS 1
AP PHOTC

Chicago
Cubs third
baseman
Luis
Valbuena
a
takes
throw from
relief pitcher
Carlos
Marmol and
catches St.
Louis
Cardinals'
Yadier
Molina trying to steal
third.

Wood outduels Lynn
HICAGO (AP) — Travis
Wood pitched impressively into
the seventh inning to outduel
Lance Lynn, Nate Schierholtz
hit a two-run homer and the
Chicago Cubs snapped the St.
Louis Cardinals' six-game winning streak with a 2-1 victory
Tuesday night.
The Cardinals' streak was
their longest since an eightgame run July 11-21, 2010.
Wood (2-3) allowed one run
and five hits while striking out
eight in 6 2-3 innings for his first
win since April 27 at Miami.

Carlos Marmol relieved
Wood with two outs in the seventh and pitched I 1-3 scoreless
innings. In the eighth he allowed
a single to Yadier Molina and
walked Jon Jay before getting
out of the inning by picking
Molina off between second and
third.
Lynn (5-1) was trying to
become the National League's
first pitcher to win six games.
The Cardinals right-hander
pitched seven innings and gave
up two runs and four hits while
striking out eight.

Last year. Lynn went 6-0 to
start the season, earning his
sixth victory on May 7.
Schierholtz's two-run homer
in the fourth gave the Cubs a 2lead in the rivals' first of 19
meetings this season and opener
of a brief two-game series.
Kevin Gregg pitched a scoreless ninth for his fifth save in
five opportunities since signing
with Chicago on April IS.
The Cubs have won two
straight since dropping four in a
row.

The Cardinals took a 1-0 lead

with no outs in the second
inning when Allen Craig hit a 22 fastball into the left field
bleachers for his second home
run of the year. Craig, who hit
22 last season, has two in the
Cardinals' last three games:
Entering Tuesday, Craig was
9 for 22 over his last five games
with seven RBIs. St. Louis had a
chance to add to its lead when
Matt Carpenter singled and
Carlos Beltran doubled with two
outs in the third, but Wood got
Matt Holliday to ground to
short.
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CONFERENCE SEMIFINAL S
Sunday May 5

us

Oklahoma City 93 Memphis 91
Oklahoma City leads wines 1 0
Indiana 102 Now York V5

4,,,w4444 4 St Louis 3 series
lutd 22
Tuesday May 7

Monday May 6
Chicago 93 Miami 86 Chicago Wads
series 1-0
San Antonio 129 Golden State 127
20T San Antonio leads series 1-0

Ottawa 3. Montreal 2 01 Ottawa
loads semis 3 1
N V islanders 6. Pittsburgh 4 series
tied 2-2
Chicago at Minnesota 9 30 p m
Vancouver at San Jose 10 pm
Wednesday May 8

Tuesday May 7
New York 105 Indiana 79 serie• tied
1 1
Memphis at Oklahoma City 9 30 p m

Boston at Toronto 1 p m
Washington at N V Rangers 7 30
pm
Los Angeles at St Louis 9 pm
Detroit at Anaheim 10 p m

PREP SOFTBALL

NBA PLAYOFFS

Murray High falls at
Marshall County

Knicks rout Pacers;
even series at 1-1

IADN' TIGERS
FINISH
DIS*1 R1(1 PI ‘1
STAFF REPORT
DR AVIFEN V ILLE
the
Murray
High Lady
I liters
dropped a district contest to
Marshall County Thursday at
Lady Marshals Field.
Marshall County continued
its run through the 4th District
with a 6-0 win over Murrray
If ii.th

•Awards...

Wednesday May 8
Thursday. May 9
Chicago at Miami 7 p in
Golden State at San Antonio 9 30
pm
Friday May 10
Miami at Chicago 8 pm
San Antonio at Golden State 10 30
pm
NHL
FIRST ROUND
(Best-o1-7t
Sunday, May 5
Pittsburgh 5. N.Y. Islanders 4. OT
Ottawa 6. Montreal 1
San Jose 5. Vancouver 2, San Jose
leads series 3-0
Minnesota 3. Chicago 2. OT. Chicago
leads series 2-1
Monday. May 6
Boston 5. Toronto 2, Boston leads
series 2-1
N.Y Rangers 4, Washington 3.
Washington leads series 2-1

N V Islanders at Pittsburgh, 7 p.m.
Ottawa at Montreal. 7 p.m.
Minnesota at Chicago, 930 p.m.
x-San Jose at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
Friday. May 10
Toronto at Boston, 7 p.m.
NY Rangers at Washington. 7:30 p.m.
Anaheim at Detroit. 8 p.m.
St Louis at Los Angeles, 10 pm.
Saturday. May 11
St. Louis at Los Angeles. 10 p.m
Pittsburgh at N.Y Islanders. TBA
a-Montreal at Ottawa, TBA
a-Chicago at Minnesota, TBA
x-Vancouver at San Jose. TBA
Sunday, May 12
x-Detroit at Anaheim, TBA
x-Minnesota at Chicago. TBA
x-Boston at Toronto. TBA
x-Ottawa at Montreal. TBA
x-NY Islanders at Pittsburgh, TBA
x-Washington at N Y Rangers. TBA

II Awards...
From Page 9A
her first year of eligibility.
Miller has had an outstanding
freshman campaign for the
Racers and is currently second
behind Becker in batting average at .310. She currently leads
the team in doubles with II to
go along with 23 runs ona teamhigh 49 hits, one triple, eight
stolen bases and 13 RBIs.
On Sunday. Miller found her
way into the MSU record books
when she hit a walk-off single in
the bottom of the ninth to give

the Racers a win over Austin
Peay. The hit was her fifth of
the day, making her the first
player in Murray State history to
accomplish the feat.
On Wednesday, Becker,
Miller and company will open
their quest for MSU's first-ever
OVC crown at the 2013 OVC
Championship
hosted
by
Eastern Illinois. First up for the
Racers will be rival UT Martin
on Wednesday. First pitch from
Williams Field in Charleston,is
scheduled for 5:30 p.m.

Shirrs) Ledger & I

From Pag•9A
Offensively, Amundson says
the Racers have been opportunistic over the past month.
and said the Racers can't afford.
to start pressing at the dish this
week with runners in scoring
position.
And if Murray State was
looking for some confidence in
the opener, that may come with
their success against UTMartin ace Casey Vincent.
Vincent leads the Lady
Skyhawk pitching staff with a
2.40 ERA and 117 strikeouts.
"We have seen her a couple
of times this season and had
great success against her,"
Amundson said. "So I certainly
think that helps us be more
confident in our approach
against her. We've seen her and
we've hit against her pretty
well.
The Racers took their firstever road series in Martin this
season, taking two of three
from the Lady Skyhawks in
April.
UT-Martin is 2-1 all-time
against the Racers in the OVC
Tournament, however, led by
Kenzi Tate.
Tate leads the
Lady
Skyhawks in most major offensive categories, including batting average (.359), hits.(55),

HEAT

•

NEW YORK I. SES
30-2 RUN 11
--SE('011)

Sfunay gut hits front t'antin
Hy. the time the Pacers
Molletteand Julia Curtis and a
poi on the hoard in the
complete game pitching Mutt
final perukl. the Knicks
(rum Prestky Blanc .who gave
had opened a 26-poiiit
up only one earned run
advantage.
The Lady Tigers finished dis"The fourth quarter WC
trict play 0-4. They are now 12NEW YORK t AP)
just
defensively,
we
15 overall and will return to
Carmelo Anthony hung picket' up." Knicks coach
action Monday at home against
front the rim, the helpless Mike Woodson
Caldwell County.
said. "We
Marshall County is 34) and defender who tried to stop kept getting stop after
travels to Calloway County his dunk lying on the stop and then we would
Thursday for a contest that will court below after falling rebound the ball and get it
decided the regular season dis- down.
up and our of
began
trict title and a berth in the 1st
Pretty soon. Anthony's
old
like
flow
to
times.
It
Region Tournament
juniper was falling. too.
was kind of nice to see."
Once that happened. the
Game 3 is Saturday at
New York Knicks blew Indianapolis.
away the Indiana Pacers
It was the first time the
doubles (12). home runs (I I) with a performance that Knicks scored I(X) point.
something
and RBI (48). And as good as resembled
in a playoff game sitiL
she is in the batter's box, Tate from earlier this season, June 9. 1999,
when they
may even be more accom- not this series.
beat the Pacers 101-94. It
Anthony
scored
plished in the circle. Tate is 1732 was New York's
largest
5 for UT-Martin as a pitcher. points, 16 during a 30-2
margin of victory in the
boasting a 2.88 ERA with 85 New York onslaught in postseason
since a 109-75
the, second half, the
72
strikeouts.
rout of Detroit on April
Amundson said the Racers Knicks beat the Pacers 24,
1992. according to
know what they need to do 105-79 on Tuesday night information
provided by
to even the Eastern
offensively, however.
ESPN Stats and Info to
"We have done a good job Conference semifinals at
the Knicks.
over the past month ofjust get- one game.
David West scored 13
"I think for the most part
ting runners on base and findpoints for the Pacers, who
ing a way to get them home," from the start of the game
committed 21 turnovers
she said. "When we get the and throughout the whole
that led to 32 points,
long ball, that's great, but we game. I think we played
negating their height
can't be expecting that. We with a sense of urgency
advantage that loomed so
have to,play our game and take today," Anthony said.
large in their Game 1 vicour at-bats and just do what "We played the way
tory.
we've been doing both offen- we've been playing as far
Indiana had trailed most
sively, and defensively for that as competing at the highof the night before taking
matter, and we can live with the est level."
a 64-62 lead on George
'man Shumpert added
results, whatever those are."
Hill's 3-pointer with 3:28
The Racers are 3-6 all-time 15 points, including a
left in the third quarter
in OVC tourney play and went sensational follow dunk
that capped a 10-4 run,
1-2 in 2011, the last time the in the first half, and
the Pacers seeming to
tournament was in Charleston. Raymond Felton scored
have all the momentum.
Murray State will enter this 14 as the Knicks turned a
Vogel then called timeyear's tournament as the fourth- close game jilt° a blowout
out with a little more than
seed for the second time in as over the final 15 minutes.
3 minutes left and subbed
Paul George scored 20
many seasons. After tying with
out center Roy Hibbert.
Jacksonville State for third in points for the Pacers, who
Seeing the middle open.
the 2012 regular season. The had a two-point lead and
Anthony
came
back
Racers went 2-2 at last year's- momentum when coach
attacking, first with a
event to finish a program-best Frank Vogel called timedrive and then a dunk
third place, just one game shy out with a little more than
while drawing a foul that
of its first-ever championship 3 minutes left in the third
"knocked over Hibbert's
quarter.
game appearance.
replacement.
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A Fresh Start
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CHANGING to
better serve
our customers.
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It's 1-fard to Stop a Trane
Qualified Trane Comfort Specialise" Dealers

Exciting News!
Mike Garrison,from D & M Heating and Cooling, has joined forces with Thornton Heating and Air
to bring you even better service! He brought with him familiar faces, Larry Murray and Jerry Johnson

I
I
I
I

Home
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr
Rest o
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3 ma—
il ne.,.1
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Name

Please be assured that you will still receive the same quality of service that you are accustomed to!

802 chestnut Street I Murray, KY 42071 I 270-753-8181 I www.RandyThornton.com
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha
Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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WELLS FARGO BANK. NA.
VS.

PLAINTIFF.

S BANK, N.A.,
VS.

NOTICE OF SALE

CATHY DUNCAN,
KENNETH DUNCAN,

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on April 23, 2013, and subsequent orders in the above cause. to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $271.859.76. plus interest, costs, fees, attorney fees, etc.. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky. to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Thursday. May 23, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its address being 99 Kaitlyn Line, Murray. KY 42071
• Parcel No. 031-A-0014i, and being more particularly described as follows:
Being Lot No. 14 as shown on the Final Subdivision Plat of Kamden Estates
Subdivision. Unit 1, of record in Plat Book 44. Page 40. Slide 4256 in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
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Legal
Notice

The property conveyed herein is subject to those restrictions of record in Plat
Book 44, Page 40, Slide 4256. in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office
Being the same property conveyed to Cathy Duncan, and husband, Kenneth
Duncan, by deed from Richard Price, et us.. dated Marclj 2, 2012. of record in
Book 911, Page 421, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Subject to all restrictions, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways and
easements.
Being the same property conveyed to John Townsend and Sarah E. Townsend,
husband and wife, by deed dated January 07, 2008 and recorded on January 08,
'2008 in Deed Book 727, Page 490 in the Office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent GO%I of the purchase price. viath the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30/ days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, hut shall he sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.

An Ordinance amending the Code of Ordinances of the City of Murray to amend
Chapter 93 Health and Sanitation. 93.08 Schedule of Fees. to adjust fees assessed
for refuse collection, removal, and disposal and subchapter 93.72 to adjust fees
assessed for refuse collection, removal, and disposal, and subchapter 93.22 to
adjust the Transfer Station Disposal Fee Schedule as followsj

PLAINTIFF,

93.02 Schedule Fees:
In order to make the service proposed in this subchapter self-supporting. there
shall be, and there is established, a schedule of rates, fees, and charges for refuse
collection, removal, and disposal. Said rates shall be effective with bills received
on or after May 1,2013 and are as follows. to -wit•

DAVID W. TAYLOR,JACQUELINE S TAYLOR.
CALLOWAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY, HAZEL ENTERPRISES, LLC,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE,IF ANY,OF DAVID W. TAYLOR,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY, OF JACQUELINE S. TAYLOR,
DEFENDANTS

Description

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on October 23, 2012, and subsequent orders in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $68,220.84, plus interest
at the currentl-ate of 7.75%, from May 24, 2012. until paid, plus costs, fees, attorney fees, etc.. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Thursday. May 9, 2013, at the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 397 White Oak Drive, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:

Subject to and together with all easements, restrictions, and legal highways, if
any. of record.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%1 of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (303) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
1301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 18th day of April. 2013
Respectfully submitted, MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Bast
Rates

Residential Single Inside (senior citizen,
Residential Dwelling Inside ilCan only-$10 for each additional can
Apartment Dwelling 42 Cans only-$14.50 for each additional can)

Commercial Dumpater lOwned)
Cubic Yards Dumesier Pickups per week
2
1
1
2
2
1
3
1
2
4
1
2
5
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
3
1
2
4
1
2
5
1

$44 50
$66.00
$89.00
$112.00
$133.00
$67.00
$99.00
$133.00
$167.00
$200.00

Commercial Dumpsters ( Rental)
Cubic Yards Dumpster Pickups per week

Lee

1
2
1
2
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

4
4

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00066

3
3
3
PLAINTIFF

Ordinance Number 2013-1603
An Ordinance amending the Code of Ordinances of
the City of Murray to address the purchase of a
license by active, retired or disabled veterans and to
assess a late fee in the amount of $50.00 to any person who is required to purchase a license and fails to
do so within thirty (301 days of the date they are
required to purchase a license. This late fee is in
addition to the cost of the license.
a's Bill Wells
Mayor
Attest:
es June Batta
City Clerk

VS.

Visit us at:

GET THIS 1)0

Summary Prepared by: Warren Hopkins, City Attomi,

$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

NOTICE:
Murray Electric System Cable Customers
Effective June 15. 2013,
Channels 797. 798 and 799
provided by Playboy Entertainment Group, Inc
will no longer be available on
Murray Electric System.

rumifo
iarryw
,.........ril.,

Lynn Grove
Self Storage

270-519-0143

LEMER&TIMEs

Cliff & Laura Key

3 mo.
6 mo.

$30.00
$55.00

Local Mail
(Callieras

3mo.----VOA/0
6

1 yr...

.S105.00

3 mo.----$40.00
6 um.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
/DO.
$96.00

1 yr...-.--$120.110

1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
(Purrest & Ruchaturi

Check

Money Order

$14.5.00
Visa

MX

Name_
I St. Address
I
City_
I State

RCS-CLEANING
Mother's Day Special
Giver her something
she can really use and
appreciate
Give her "a break"
Includes special gift
270-970-4612

Storage

I Daytime Pb.
Mail this coupon with payment to.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 769-1916

Being the same property conveyed to Eric Frazier, and wife. Shawna Frazier, by
deed from Debra J. Dick, Executor for the Estate of Lois N Reeves, dated
December 19, 2003, of record in Book 546, Page 14, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(1OSS) of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
130)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This lit day of May, 2013
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

NOW OPEN
"Just
Around
the
Corner" from MSU at 5
points Thrift Store. 804
Coldwater Road

Papa Smurf
Zip

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on April 23, 2013, and subsequent orders in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in.the approximate amount of $56,156.07, plus interest,
costs, fees, attorney fees, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse
door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at
public auction on Thursday. May 23, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with its address being 111 Wadesbom Road, Dexter, KY 42036(Parcel
No. 046-A-0010), and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point on the South side of the Wadesboro and Dexter Road,same
being the Northwest corner of C.W. Daughtery's 7 acre tract (see Deed Book 57,
Page 176). thence East with said Road 6-1/2 rods to a stake; thence South 23-1/2
rods to a stake; thence West 6-1/2 rods with ditch; thence North 26 rods to the
point of beginning, containing 1 acre, more or less, and lying in the North side of
the Southwest Qr. Of Sec. II, T.3, R.4, East.

Subject to all restrictions, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways and
easements.

Give her a subscription to the

Home Delivery

I

Bundle TV and
Internet starting
at $64.95 per
month. Call
877-726-4077.
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'Pest Contr.il

East
INA
270-47S I HID
270 4M5 O I 2.'

1
1
1
1
1

Fee for additional Piciciln
$44.50
$66.00
$8900
$112.00
$133.00
$67.00
$99 00
$133.00
$167.00
$200.00

Fee for additional Pic.

$11800
$21400
$85.00
$150.00
$8100
$127.00
$175.00
$223.00
$270.00
$54.50
$86.00
$11900
$152.00
$186.00

$89,00
$156.00
$6600
$112.00
$6700
$99,00
$133.00
$167.00
$200.00
$44.50
$6600
$89.00
$112.00
$133.00

Amendment D.Additions, Assertions & Changes:

City of Murray Code of Ordinances. 93.22 Transfer Station Disposal Fee Schedule
is hereby amended to read in its entirety as follows:
IA)The following rates are established for disposal at the city's transfer
station by any customer from the City of Murrayor Calloway County
effective May 1, 2013.
Hois and Transfer Station (per lbn)
Cash
Accounts
Hoist

$44 00
$4400
$44 00

Transporation Fee for Hoist
Hauls
Dropoffs Fee for Construction Box
Construction Box Rental Fee (Monthly)

An Ordinance amending the Code of Ordinances of
the City of Murray to amend Chapter 110 General
License Requirements to include a new paragraph.
specifically 110 04 which addresses businesses
operating multiple businesses under the same Tax
ID Number and businesses operating satellite offices
and to include anew 110 016 to assess a late fee in
an amount equal to the coot of the required business
license This late fee is in addition to the cost of the
required business license
VS Bill Wells
Mayor
Attest
hiLaialltBA118
Crty Clerk
Summary Prepared by Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

$50 00
$50 00
$7000

(11 Up to 150 pounds. $6.00 plus the State of Kentucky Environmental
Remediation Fee:
(2)Over 150 pounds, fees will be pro rated at 20-pound incrementsbased on
$44.00 per ton plus the State of Kentucky Environmental Remediation
Fee;
(3)All weights that are delivered by a vehicle with a permanently-affixed
valid city vehicle sticker will receive $3.00 credit toward each weigh
ticket.
(4)All materials requiring special handling will be charged at a rate
• - necessary to cover cost of handling as determined by the
Superintendent of Sanitation.
(B)No out-of-county waste will be accepted at the Murray Transfer Station.
(C)This section shall be effective with the bills received on or after May 1,
2013, and shall not be changed except by ordinance amendment.

Ordinance Number 2013-1604
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

1
1
1
1
1
1

Fee

(2) Notice of such change in commercial refuse collection fees and
number of collections per week shall be served on the commercial and
industrial establishment by attaching such notice to the
establishment's refuse container, or by placing such notice in some
other conspicuous place on the premises, which constitue receipt.
(3) Notice shall be given not less than ten days prior to the time when
such change in fees or change in number of collections per week are to
become effective. Reference to appeal time shall be in the notice.
14)Any person aggrieved by such change has the right to appeal to the
Public Works Committee by submitting his objection in writing to the
City Clerk within ten days of the receipt of such notice of change. The
objection shall contain the reasons against such change and the
Superintendent of Sanitation will be permitted to respond to such
objections, either in writing, or orally at the Committee meeting at
which such objection is considered. After recieving all evidence, oral
and documentary, the Public Works Committee shall make its decision
in open meeting.
(5)In the event the person objecting to the change is dissatisfied with the
decision of the Public Works Committee, he has the right to appeal to
the Court by submitting his appeal in writing to the City Clerk within
ten days of the date of the decision of the Public Works Committee. The
Council shall follow the same appeal procedures outlined above and the
decision of the Council shall be final.

DEFENDANTS

rove, murrayledger corn

AD FOR ONLY

re

NOTICE OF SALE

ERIC FRAZIER,
SHAWNA FRAZIER,

$900
$15.00
$29.00

(Al Commercial and industrial establishments
ill Fees for the collection of garbage and refuse from all commercial
establish
ments and the number of collections per week shall be fixed by the
Superintendent of Sanitation. Fees shall be in amounts reasonably
related to the costs of providing such collection services, including, but
not limited to. overhead, maintenance, and replacement of necessary
equipment, vehicles, and machinery The number of collections per
week shall be determined by the amount and kind of refuse reasonably
anticipated to be generated, type and number of refuse reasonably
anticipated to be generated, type and number of refuse containers, and
other factors deemed pertinent. Fees for all roll-off container customers
will be as follows:

Lot 4, of Unit II, of the Roberta Estate's Subdivision as shown by plat of record in
Plat Book 4, Page 20, in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County Court.
Being the same property conveyed to David W. Taylor, and wife, Jacqueline S.
Taylor, by deed dated November 14.2007, of record in Book 721, Page 675. in the
Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

EVERBANK,

Legal
Notice
Ordinance Number 2013-160

NOTICE OF SALE

This 1st day of May, 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

177

010
Lanai
Notice

cOMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 11-C14009:1

COMMONWEALTH OF KEN It'(
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY ('IRt'l'IT(3)1,,RT
Civil Action No 13-11-0006ii
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Summary Prepared By Warren Hopkins, City Attorney
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By virtue of a Judgment and Order 4 Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on March 26 '2013 and aubnimeet orders in the above came, to amid), the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 5112.111 75. Om inter
ant cusu. fees attorney fees. et• I shall proceed to offer fur sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway t'utuity, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder at public auction on Thursday. May V 1013. at the hour of 10 00•in
local time or thereabout, the following deacnbed property located in Calloway
County. Kentucky, with its address being 4828 State Route 121 North, Murray
KY 42071, and bring more particularly described as follows
AU 427 acre tract of land aa surveyed by the firm of TRINITY ENGINEERING,
INC of Murray Kentucky on December 01. 1994 and being located at the intersection of Highway 121 and Highway 199 in the town of Stella. Kentucky and
being more particularly deacnbad am follow,
Beguuurig at s4 mbar set I on the west right-of-way of Highway 290 60E
approximately 135 7 fort north of the centerline of highway 121 70E Ft/Wi, aiud
B 113, Pg 138/ and the
mbar being the southeast corner of Rodney Bohannon
northeast corner of the herein deacnbed tract of land
THENCE South 07 degrees 24 minutes 38 seconds West for a distance of 100 75
feet with the west right-of-way of Highway 299 to a point on the north right-of
way of Highway 121 said point being the southeast corner of the herein deacnbed
tract of land.
THENCE North 86 degrees 31 minutes 57 seconds West for a distance of 24 97
feet with the north right-of-way of Highway 121 through #4 rebar I set at 194 97
feet as a entors• pin) to a point in the centerline of a ditch, said point being the
southeast corner of Jack Cain D.B 159, Pg 1412i and the southwest corner of
the herein described tract of land,
THENCE with the centerline of a ditch for the following calls.
14

Mews N Ihr
1411.11111, t.dips 4 tone"
•emos rue Oho

minutes 22 seconds West for a distance of 431 feet

to a point.
THENCE North 09 degrees 28 minutes 57 seconds East for a distance of 2tid,5
feet to a point,
THENCE north 09 degrees 28 minutes 23 seconds West for a distance of 50 77
feet to a point on the south line of Rodney Bohannon ID B. 113, Pg 138), said
point being the northwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
THENCE North 86 degrees 54 minutes 38 seconds East for a distance of 223 58
feet with the south line of Bohannon through a 04 rebar (set as at 10 feet as a
witness pin I to the point of beginning

Worts Denartment 10Latel0 al 200 andus Dies
141,0,e5 er 42071 The
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ediacom
Cable Television Job Opportunities
Due to expansion arid growth. Mediecom is
seeking a success-oriented see-starter to fill the
role of
Direct Sales Representative
Kentucky and So. IL areas
We need outgoing and energetic people in our
telecommunications industry to sell services to
residential customers We will train you every
step of the way. We also provide the leads.
excellent benefrts, incentives, discount on
cable. "PAY" for your training time and a base
pay of $24K with unlimited commission. You'll
have flexibility of freedom, working on your own
terms and opportunity to grow. If you have
strong communication skills, commitment to
your customers and the dnve to be successful,
well teach you everything else you need to know.

ideblung •funa div(3404

Western Kentucky area to inspect slid &odd dii
CATV equipment in assigned areas support
of the system quality integrity and accountabit.
ty Review company records arid equipment to
determine the possibility of illegal activity
Collect equipment and unpaid balances from
CuMoM•rs investigate woos involving illegal
activities rotated to cab* service Review corn
party reC01011 and equipment to deelleTIIIV the
possibility of illegal activities Collect equipment
and unpaid balances from customers and
investigate leads involving iliegal activities reiat
ad to cable service Lilts and carnes loads up to
75 pounds including line iaoder
Preferred experience,skills High school diploma or equivalent 1 year of CATV installation
background Ability to communicate effectively
with subscnbers to promote retention and payment of services as appropriate Valid drivers
license, satisfactory driving record effective
wntten and verbal communicatior skills ability
to work alone without supervision
Must be willing to travel
Pre-employment drug screen and background
check conducted
Applications accepted until position is filled via
the following method
http.//mediacomcable comicareers
Job ID 5539
Mediacom is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Mediacom offers you outstanding earning
potential, full benefits and a stable environment
offering advancement opportunities
APPLY at
www.rnediacomcable.com/careers
Job ID 5500 or 5501
EOE/M/F/DN
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Kenlake Foods, located in Murray, KY. a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing private
label manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for
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Today's Smartest Accessory

einerTATKIN TOM

C43MMONWILAL711 OF KIIINTOCKY
COVET OF Jurist-a
CALLOWAY CUICUIT COURT
C8v41 Adios. Na. L1sC14011111111

THENCE North 11 degrees

LAI0
Nuke

Murry, Ledger A lune.
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For home delivery, call:

753-1916
150
Arabes
For Sae
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195
Can
270-293-4121
deliver
CHRISTOPHER'S
COWS
Needs your coins,
Paying high prices.
Offering great bargains. Appraisals
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrmann

CORNER desk set
w/CD hutch $50. 33"
Sony wide screen TV
with 5 disk changer and
speaker w/stand $175.
315-778-5911

brick.
W/D
2BH.
hookup, redecorated
no pets, $435/mo
293-6070
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
'11)1) 1-1100-545-1833
Ext.:113
Equal opporlunIty

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..

Together with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions or record

The City of Murray has the
following job opportunity:

Being the same property conveyed to John Townsend and Sarah E Townsend,
husband and wife, by deed dated January 07, 2008 and recorded on Januan 08,
2008 in Deed Book 727, Page 490 In the Office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commiaaioner ten percent(10%1 of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty 1301 days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty 130) days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 18th day of April, 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

MAINTENANCE WORKER I
(Water Distribution)
7:

Starting pay rate: $9.84/hour

Apply at worinLmurrayky.goy119_05.
Questions: Contact the HR Department
at 270-762-0344
Deadline for receiving applications:
4:00 p.m. Friday, May 17, 2013
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
Pay based on experience

PLAINTIFF,

BANK OF AMERICA. NA.,

-Paid vacations

ing for a motivated quali*Bonuses
fied Service Technician
.Company vehicle
with a good driving
record, good communica- *Major tools provided

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00027

tion skills and a high
•AFLAC
level of customer service.
•Sign-on bonus
Come by our office or visit
Heating & Air/Electrical Our website to fit out an
Danny Lemon,

NOTICE OF SALE

application

1600 West Main Street
Union City, TN 38261

RODNEY J. DUNLAP,*Aria RODNEY DUNLAP,
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS,INC.,
AS NOMINEE FOR AMERICA'S WHOLESALE LENDER,
ITS SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS, MIDLAND FUNDING, LLC,
DEFENDANTS
CAPITAL ONE BANK (USA), NA,

731-885-1021
larcornair corn

Three acres out of the Northeast corner of a tract heretofore deeded to Bob
Atkins, et ux., and of record in Deed Book 155, Cabinet 1, Drawer 7, Card 2212,
and being further described as followsBeginning at the northeast corner of said tract, thence, west to a stake in the east
right-of-way of the Providence State Line blacktop road; Thence, South with the
emit right-of-way of the Providence State Line Road, approximately 315 feet to a
stake; Thence, East to Hughes Pritchett's east line corner with Robert Young;
Thence, North with Young's line approximately 315 feet to the point of beginning.
Subject to all restrictions, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways and
easements.
Being the same property conveyed to Rodney J. Dunlap, no marital statue shown,
by virtue of a deed from Vicky Ann Dunlap (011./a Vicky Ann Linty), and spouse,
Brent Dunlap, dated January 13, 2004, recorded on January 14. 2004, in Book
528, Page 604, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
Parcel Number 073-0-0018
The aforementioned property shall be sold on•cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissiorier ten percent 110%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty )30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
130) days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 23rd day of April, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Ord4aanisaltaasbski012k1606

Tilt Trailer 5x10. Metal
frame with wood floor,
good tires. $500
270-293-5210

050
Lest aid Found

wg Bill Wage
Mayor
Miro
aaLbanliklita
City Clerk
by Warren Hophana. City Attnnyry

POMERANIAN/CHIHU
AHUAS mix. Looks like
Ai red fox. Turned up
missing 5/2 in Kirksey
area. Answers to Foxy
227-2719

CLERICAL position. 30
hours per week. MonFri Good communication skills and computer
knowledge required
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L Murray, Ky
42071

Applimoet
1111
Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and [
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance, 401k Plan, company paid retirement,
vacation and paid holidays
LARGE
Applications may be submitted
SELECTION
online by going to:
USED APPLIANCES
www.kroger.com

WARD-ELKINS

Select careers/jobs at the bottom of the webpage
Select Manufacturing
Select Kenlake Foods

o05 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F D
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace

Service Center
Assistant

Post High School Education AND

•Two years' clerical and office experience
•Posrtion located in Murray, Kentucky
•Salary commensurate with education
and expenence.
Applications will be taken from Monday, May 6
through Friday, May 10 at the Murray Service
Center located at 1401 North 12th Street in Murray,
at the Admin Office located at 408 East Broadway
in Mayfield, or by contacting Melinda Scoggins,
HR Manager at
mscoggins•rivervalleyagcredlt.com. Office
hours are Monday-Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m
EE0C-AFF1RMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

6 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Employer: Normand Feazor - Melber, KY.
Perform all duties of Tobacco, Straw/Hay, &
Row Crop Production; including planting, cultivating, irrigating, harvesting, storing, & packaging; and other alternative work. Employment
Dates: 07/01/2013 — 12/31/2013. $9.80/hr.
Piece Rate may be offered. Worker guaranteed
3/4 of ,;ontract hours. Tools provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50% of contract is met. Random drug
testing may be done after hire at the employer's
expense. Contact the Kentucky Department for
Workforce Investment at 502-782-3079 and
reference fob order KY0485227.
COURIERS Needed
Area.
for
Murray
Daytime and Evening
shifts available immediately. Use own vehicle
Cash paid weekly.
Call 759-2485 for more
info.
DENTAL/BUSINESS
Assistant: Established
Murray dental practice
looking for an individual
with computer skills as
well as knowledge of
dental assisting Duties
insurance
include
claims filing. telephone
patient
with
skills
and
appointments
insurance. Some dental assisting will be
required. Send reSuM0
to PO Box 1040-Y
Murray, KY 42071
PART-TIME help for
2013 LAM Lavin
Service Cal 227-0611

Help Warted

Position open for:

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
welmage at
murrayledgercorn,

you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn

An Ordinance amending the Code of Ordinances of
the City of Murray, Ordinance Number 2012-1585 to
include•election 5.5 in Article V which addresses
alcohol sales at golf courses to state golf courses
loaded within the city that have•golf course alcohol beverage control license shall be allowed to sell
alcoholic beverages until 2:30 cm on New Year's
Day except when New Year's Eve falls on Sunday, at
which time standard Sunday hours shall be
observed In addition, any golf course which is a
holder of a golf course alcoholic beverage license is
pentad the privilege of selling malt beverages on
Sunday between the hours of 11.00•in and 9-00
p.m in accordance with KRS 244.48013i

Pt-spared

STRAW 53.50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352
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r
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By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on March 13, 2013, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate
amount of $93,423.32, plus interest, costs, fees, attorney fees, etc., I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, May 9, 2013, at
the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 5284 New
Providence Road, Hazel, KY 42049, and being more particularly described as follows:
That certain tract or parcel of land lying and being in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows'

Seasenary

Responsibilities include setting up production
lines, performing preventive maintenance, troubleshooting, and mechanical and electncal
repairs on production equipment. Preferred skills
include mechanical, electrical, PLC, variable frequency drives. 3-phase power, pneumatics,
machine shop and welding. Any Fanuc or ABB
robot experience is a plus. Prior manufacturing
maintenance expenence is desired. Applicant
must have a continuous improvement mindset
willing to continuously look for ways to improve
our line efficiencies.

MR32
MICRORAIN
traveling spnnkler with
booster pump. Rarely
used. 293-4393

The position shift is for 3rd Shift

Danny Larcom Heating
and kr/Electncal is look-

VS

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobrietwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Think you

TAKING applications at
Karen's Wildcat. No
phone calks.

LIFEGUARD &
SWIM INSTRUCTOR
POSITIONS
Apply through
May 15, 2013 at the
Murray Calloway
Co. Parks Office
900 Payne St
762-0325
Office Hours
M-F •8AM-4PM
NIGHT bartender wanted 4 nights a week.
Mainly be weekends.
Shift will be 6pm-3am.
Experience is necessary. Apply in person at
641 Club. Please bring
a short resume with
you. 731-336-4344
NOW Hiring
Facility
LaCoste
Support Services. We
are hiring a Floor Tech.
If interested please
apply onine at
www.lacostaservices.c
om
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting expenence. To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE
WEBSITE
Editor/Copywriter-FT or
have
must
PT,
HTMUCSS expenence
and good writing skills.
Pay based on experience Email resume to
shawn0kylake.net
YEISER Art Center is
accepting
currently
applications for the
of
position
Administrative
Assistant.
Required
,
hours are
Tuesday-Saturday 105 & special events.
Graphic design &/or
management
office
expenence prefered.
Send resume to Yeiser
200
Center
Art
Broadway Paducah KY
42001

KY
WESTERN
Correctional ComplexMedication
Certified
for
needed
Aide
1:00pm-9:00pm.
include
to
Duties
preparing, administering, and documenting
medications. Must possess documentation of
successfully
having
passed the medication
competency
aide
exam.
State
Kentucky
Penitentiary- LPN 6pm7am. 3 nights per
week, every other
Primary
weekend.
duties to include medication administration,
and
assessment
response to emergencies.
Please forward resume
CorrectCareto
Integrated Health at
hr@correctcare.com or
(859)685-0901
fax
EEO

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
ANTIQUES, vintage
and collectibles. Get a
second opinion. Call
270-293-4510
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large. 270293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-410g
Trip Pr,

-

LEE JEWELRY

Garden seeds & supplues at
Marshall County Coop 501 Poplar, Benton.
270-527-1323

USED Mowers for Sale
Grasshopper
Skag
X-Mark
John Deere
270-210-6268

single
wide
1998
mobile home with 2BR,
1BA, all appliances
Asking
included
$9,800 270-978-6074
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
270-527-1311. MonFri.
Equal
9am-3pm
Housing Opportunity.
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus. Non smoking, no
pets. 270-753-5980
Rooms For Rent

Commerical I
ROOM for rent, shared
bath and common
areas. $300/mo., InterW/D
utilities.
net,
included. Call or text
270-873-9373

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets 753-0259
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR duplex, all appliances Included. 270767-9948
270-293-9474

ARTISANS

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

Clean up

New
3-4BR, 2BA, brick
home. New paint, carpet and tile. $700/mo.
Deposit and references. 293-2972 or
227-0611
4BR house Lease and
deposit required
270-753-4109
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood Available the end
of May. 270-978-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

1 (lout
1 sins

270-tH

40X50 de.
office 293-6

AKC Frenc
Bulldog puc
270-335-39
270-994-39
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DOG
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AUSTIN
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Jilt RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Caner

28R, 1BA. Water/trash
included.
$425/mo.
270-719-1654

2 Auto

Newly

360
Storage Rentals
1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
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•We sell
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*
* You can participate by sending a photo ••• or our actise-duty or ‘eteran family
membei tor inclusion in our military
salute to he displayed Saturday. May.
25th. For only SI0.00 per photo.
*
Ione person per plug())
oos Submissions must be received by
Wednesday, May 22 at 5 p.m.
*

Concoptis Sucloltu

4

/
*
1100,
ogii

*

2
Arnuin rtrkt
IS Air Force

GIBS( Nowlicata Sawa

pAddress•
'Daytime
Phonei
'Service
Member's Name
I

I
1

'Rank -

i

I.

P.O. Box 1040 •
Murray, KY 42071

Let your graduate know how proud you
are of their achievements by placing your
graduation line to be published in our
Graduation Tab on May 14, 2013.

May 9th
at 5 p.m.

Love,
Mom & Dad

Y MINI
HOUSES

than 20
words.
will be

.
N

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
753-1916

Spring Time Specials
DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING

Ledger AL Times fair
Housing Act Notice

▪lima.,

All real estate advertised herein
sidled to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal hi acherhse any pretererwe. limitation or discrimination based on f.11Ce, color reitp,n.'WV handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preter.
limitations or discrimina•
•
tin

*Am licit%

East Side Small
Engine Repair
For all your parts service
sales and repair needs
We now offer vegetable
plants 6- seeds

'Mk UM I C1

RENTALS
STORAGE
.4TH ST.

,WC
'

2 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zacti 270-873-771X)
Davld 270-227-1106
_AJl_Shingles Hand Nailed

0,11,4
D•P0011,11110.

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915

270-753-4461

David's Home
Improvement

Acreage
2.3 acres for sale. Nice
Old
lot.
building
in
Road
Hickory
Asking
Kirksey.
$15,000.
270-293-9904

812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

MI

& REAL ESTATE;LLC

460
Homes For Sale

ALL NEW Happy Jack
Xylecide 8: AntiFungal shampoo for
dogs & horses prevents ringworm and
bacterial skin infections
steroids!
without
Orscheln Farm &
Home Store
(918-687-6500).
www.happylackinc.com

3BR, 2BA brick 1 car
attach/garage. 1 car
detached. 24x36 vinyl
building, storage shed
on 1.2/acre. West of
Murray. 753-0621
293-7550

Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

4BR, 2BA, attached 2
CG, fireplace, Jacuzzi,
large closets/rooms, on
secluded 5 6 acres. 1
miles south of Murray.
REDUCED! 293-7697

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Public Sale

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Meal Property
Professionals

293-7872

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-19lb

Crossroads
Lawn & Garden

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Horoscope

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, May 9, 2013:

This year, if a part of your life is out of sync, you will opt to let go
and change that experience to a more positive one. Your sign's stubb011,111C•S M,ill be used well, as you will not give up once a decision
is made. It )ou are single. your appeal soars: however, you might not
.be up for the dating game. Fortunately. you have the option to
are attached, remember that your significant other is
decide. If
half of the bond. Do not he too me-oriented. A fellow TAURUS lets
you know that he or she does not see eye to eye with you.

WWW

SIMPLY MOWING

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You might want to keep a closer eye on your finances. An
opportunity could appear that allows unusual growth. Avoid quick
actions and decisions right now. You need to give this decision time.
Reach out to someone for his or her feedback.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

(270)978-4591
LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

0-2,500 Sq. Ft. $20.00
2,500-6,000 Sq. Ft. $30.00
6,000-12,000 $35.00
12,000-18,000 Sq. Ft. $40.00

18,000-36,000 Sq. Ft. Call for Quote

J.M. Lawn Service
Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guarantee
Call 270-994-1045

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION

_McCUISTON
ROOFING
Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & insured
Protecting your house
like it is our house!

&TRUCKING
Yoet Seek Heeds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)293-8686
I do lawn maintenance
& hauling. For more
info call 270-227-3309

Garage 6
Yard Sale
DIRECTORY
GARAGE SALE

Pal int!. Scalcoating
If:whit!!
lirINN 1 R \

601 Vine St.

270-293-4256

Thurs, Fri. & Sat.

1917
Norsworthy Rd.
Kirksey

near hospital

Kids clothes, toys.
king bed, furniture,
women and junior
clothes. household
Items

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4-

Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult

•Srriall Landscapes etc.
•Leart Removal
Mowtng Residential
Edging •Commerclet
AlAulthIng •Insured
Pruning •Licensed

(270) 759-0890

(270) 227-1512

*Insured

(270) 489-2839

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE

753-1816 227-061

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licerised
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562.
227-0267

*Firewood

7AM-12PM
SALE by Owner- 2211
Carol Drive Brick,
1997, 1.5 story. 2670
WI, 5BR, 2.5BA. 2.5
garage, wood floors,
$185,000.
270-761-3574

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance

270-293-9170

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

•
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
lands( aping S.
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfac tion guarantee.

"If you've got it, we can store it"

RESIDENT& A COMMERICAL

•Removal
*Stump Gnnding

No Contracts--Free Estimates

753-9562

GARLAND
RENTAL

URRAY
CONSTRUCTION

293-3406

• weekk ,c iv,141 pickups
• locall!, ov.nedinperated

www.hillelectnc.com

your a/#.9

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
SO Climate Control Units

You I be fooled by imitators

Visa & MasterCard Acce:

Cutting-Weed Eating-Blowing

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

4
,
.
1/01

227-4646 436-5080

Will Do Insurance Work

tic

Weekly--Bi Weeklv--One Time Service

Hill Electric

rEn

1/eel .000,111 ere /0

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

,slater Damaged Floors
'
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

3 9 7 1 4 8 2 6 5
5 1 8 9 2 6 7 4 3
4 2 6 5 3 7 1 8 9

Our Reputation Is on the house"
Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured

Landscaping. mowing,
cleanup, & other
outdoor projects.
Also providing garden
assistance: raised
beds, planting. etc.

Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore
1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

4

9 2 3 5 8
8 4 9 1 2
1 5 6 7 4

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

turbid dl•tinn1111.1flim

in the sale. rental or advertising
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under tederal law
w ill knowingly accept anv
adyertising for real estate w hich
is not in violation 01 the law. All
persons are hereby intormed
that all dwellings advertised are
a‘ailabh. on an equal °mirthnil, Ns,.
1-i,r Maher assistance with Fair
Housing Ad% erteang requireounsel
ments. curt,, I N
,4S-10011.
Rene l'

270-485-6122

40X50 clean-up with
office 293-6430

hollandmotorsales com

37

7 9 5 2 6
6 1 8 3 7
34 9 1
5 ,,

* **

(270) 226-5444

21 S. & (amebic.
s & 10:15's
4362524

8

ROOFING

410

t. Rt. 121S
. KY 42071
53-5562

1

NIIHIS

Built,.tutu.
•flei A.
e liii
e‹.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

8 3 1 4
9 4 5 2
6 7 28
1 6 4 7
7 5 3 6
2 8 9 3

7

•Trimming
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Answer to previous puzzle

Call us for a free inspection today.'

Residential &
Commercial
Deck Washing &
Staining
Free Estimates
Licensed and Insured
(270)435-0060 Dave
(270)226-0505 cell

Call 753-2925

Real Estate

Storage Rentals

Commerical Prop. For Rent

G&C
IAGE and
()PANE
E. Main
753-6266
'0) 293-4183
- 4 p.m. M-F

No more

LEDGER& TIMES

ms For Rent

warehousing
ASU $20-50
53-7668

per message.

in1

8211

,age Rentals

Cost is $8

School logo

DEVELOPMENT

Visit
kentuck_ylatte
ren_lodelinsLcom
270-873-9916

.
/
41111
placed on ad.

ipartment in
$550.00/mo.
osit all utilities

se Lease and
equired
4109
house for rent
nice neighborailable the end
270-978-6000
9493
2BR rental
i41 South. No
r-6431 or
3

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully,' insured

letters is

Congratulations!
We are very proud of you!
Good luck to you!

I

Ky Lake
Remodeling

Deadline for

Jacob,

Services °tIeced
DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

OIR2013 GR4D1 4TES. A MSS ACT

Equal
Opportunity.

2BA, brick
ew paint, cartile $700/mo.
and refer293-2972 or

40 yrs experience

MICKEY WILSON

F

. Apartments
ong applica1 & 2BR units.
ed on income,
impairment
Phone.
le.
-1311. Mon-

see For Rent

•Seal coating
striping

530

Rentals
ID
has two bedirtments avail:all for your
today.
lent
2905

Dr rent, shared
nd common
300/mo., interW/D
Wales.
Call or text
.9373

.Asphalt Installation

(270)759-0501

753-8556
)tiiguid Dr.
100-545-1833
st. 283

JISHED 1BR
nt near cam smoking, no
)-753-5980

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

4

rtments
limn $345
'mom $175

V LEASING
)edroom Apts
cept Section
fouchers
Mur-Cal Apts.
orthwood Dr
londay,
sday. Friday
759-4984
al Housing
portunay
ID* 711

t 27o 293-11.4841

i

'Number of Years Served:

„fa

'

1
1
1

Branch of Service.

2

4

4
8 5 7 9 6 1 4
5
6
2
3
9 6 1

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6 Continuous Gutters

Nov 14, 1951-Or(' 17, 1954

riYour Name:

4 LEDGER &LIMES

5

Greg Mansfield

Rob Roy Erwin

,
1
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SUDOKU

and present % ith a salute to
our local military personnel

soldiers past

/

ty Gardens
v Downs

-nmecLi

MEMORIAL DAY TRIIII . II:
The Murliq Ledger & I Illtes Is il01101-1111:

IMES

ry, call:

(:LASSIHEDs

Allurra, Ledger & I Intr.

Thurs & Fri
8AM-1PM

Everything!

***** Lunar eclipses generally bring surprises -- if not now, then
in the following months. Today's eclipse brings you the chance to

have a new beginning. You'll zero in on issues, but you might not
want to act for several days in order to let the intensity level out.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
** You might wonder what is going on. Your natural response is to
observe, take in information and see what opens up. Give yourself

time to sort through the details ota project. Venus moving into your
sign allows you to use the principle of attraction.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your circle of friends could go from being active to being
very quiet, which will leave you wondering what is next. Re-evaluate
certain life goals. You might be aiming for a desire that is no longer
valid, and you II want to revise your wrsh list.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Tension builds. The idea of throwing in the towel could go
through your mind. Avoid making any definite decisions right now. A
friend will support you in what you want, even if it's not necessarily
what is best: that knowledge might not be available.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Reach out to someone you really care about. Understanding
evolves to a new level, which allows greater give-and-take,

Recognize that if you back off and look at the big picture. you will see
another option. More information also will come forward.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Discuss a change with a key partner or an adviser. Your

finances go up and down as they rarely have before. You see life in
a new light as a result. Look at the long term, and make it a point to
have a long-overdue discussion witb a:loved one.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Let someone have his or her way. You might not be sure of
the validity of this person's ideas, but in time you will know. This person has a lot of character and a strong personality. You'll want to
honor his or her requests.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You are more limited now than you might realize. Understand
that it might be best to put off taking any action, unless is to make a
personal resolution such as starting a diet or cleaning out your desk
more often.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Tap into your creativity if you see problems arise. You might
not want to take action just yet: however, there is no reason you can't
brainstorm in the meantime. A new fnend could seem resistant to you
at first, but that will change in time.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Stay anchored. You might see a chance for a new beginning
where your domestic life is concerned. If you don't see it yet, know
that you will in the near future. A change involving a fnend or a family member appears to be in the offing. Embrace it.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Reach out to several people whom you have put off calling.
Expect a strong reaction. You'll feel much more passionate about a
problematic issue than you have in a while. Test out your ideas on a
friend who is willing to play devil's advocate.
BORN TODAY
Actress Candice Bergen (1946). former U S attorney general John
Ashcroft (1942). singer Billy Joel (1949)
•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.lacquellnebigar.com.
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Looking Back
ten sears ago
I lie Murray Vsiiiiiari •( lub
CfrOba Hulk! “11JUIliCel
of the sc.u. Rhonda Perry nc
tome, ot the y
. and Martha
Afton eluhssunian of the %ear
Holly Webb. executive dire.
kg of the Calloway Count)
Chapter tot the American Red
Cross. AC epted a donatitin
from the Muirfa. .kehluek)
AARP
Lake Chapter of
Dorothy Higginbotham. trra.
MT. made the presematii
Winners of the Murray
Woman's Club middle and high
school music contest were
Nolan Jackson. Bradley Black.
Patrick Hughes. Alexandria
Farris and Sarah Simmons
Murray mayor 'fioni Rushing
signed a proclama(ion to
declare the week of May 12
Murray Tourism Week.
Twenty years ago
Murray Police Sgt. Clayton
the
announced
Hendricks
department would be receiving
four new 1993 Crown Victoria
police cars.
Realtor Rebecca Landoll was
recognized as the first realtor in
the Murray-Calloway County
Board to reach $1 million in
sales for 1993.
Kadonna Randolph. student
at Calloway County High
School. was selected as the
recipient of the Wal-Mart
Foundation community scholarship. First runner-up in the
scholarship contest was Kacey
Gunin. student at Murray High
School. Judges were Anne
Adams.' Wanda Billington and
Jan Pooley.
Ronnie Jones. of Murray.
caught a 5-pound and 4-pound
large-mouth bass from Lake
Okeechobee while vacationing
in Clearwater. Fla.
Easter egg hunt sinners

tic 1 ode d Sarriaiha A shc raft
Mond.
Henson.
Jordan
Colby Starks
Schrtiader.
A II1J1141.1
I..1%•11CI .
PAM.IJ
Knight. Kimberly ( iciirgc and
Ashicl Ifisod Daisy Billingion
1,4'41 the Laster basket
hurls years ago
los lliii.i daughter ill Mr and
Mr. John Ilona. was named as
Mi., MLitt:1y high School
finalists %ere Whitney lay hew
Rehhie Houston and kareti
I ,C$A iS
Jay 1.04:kharl V1Js 4,•% aligc I si
and Jerry Bolls V. as 'tmgkakt
it a gospel meeting at 7th and
Poplar('hutch it('hrist
Forty years ago
Andy Coles and Renee Sledd
were Calloway County 4-I1 del
egates to the Kentucky National
4-H Older Youth Conference at
Washington. D.C.
Murray bands took three tro
Humboldt
the
at
phies
Strawberry Festival with the
high school hand placing second in their class and the middle school placing first in their
class. Sara Sams and Beth
Wilson were cowinners of the
outstanding drum major award.
Fifty years ago
Carroll Hubbard Jr. was the
featured speaker at the Murray
Rotary Club's annual ladies
night at the Kenlake Hotel.
The Murray Jaycees donated
S300 to the building fund for
the School of New Hope.
Sixty years ago
Louis Boyd. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bernice Boyd. was made
an associate member of the
of
Chapter
Kentucky
Farmhouse fraternity at the
Kentucky
of
University
Lexington. where he was a
member of the staff of the
College of Agriculture.
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Dear Abby

Ms cookbotilkle set commas
than Inn rags recipes for
. salads. alma /et . MOS
si
401111•Clb and &miens Mar can he
used when friends and laltIllles
get lovrilier 140 celebrant hiclidays
AlbOoIII%
and apes sal
I have been told by soave read
cis ihat they have hoes used as
the basis lin Dem Abby-themed
dinner parties (The place cards
were decorated with hearts and
Bowers. and the ienterpieic was
"houquet- u4 ensek yes athkessed
to me
PS Your husband sounds like
sweetheart My mother once
secret to a lasting RIM
halt/
lupe is a husband sho
Iced him sell and f sill

DEAR AM': 1 siork in a
I managed Iii
misplaa e your skilled cafe lac day I am also
c4 II lk book let
preparing for laN schuiiil Today
I have read one of my co-workers humiliated
me in the presence 01 others by
that there is nos J set ii1 MO Of
them Would you please give me asking if I have been gaining
the ordering instructions' Thanks, weight I giggled and said. "ProbAbby' -- JEAN IN RICHLAND. ably."
She proceeded to say that I
WASH
DEAR JEAN: I get a lot of have gained "a lot" of weight in
letters like yours and I'm glad to my "fat face" and told me to get
oblige. Once you start looking at on the scale so she could see
"Cookbooklet II" you will see that how much. I told her it's none
a sweet tooth runs in my fami- of her business.
She has done this to me and
ly. Many readers haw told me
the dessert recipes in my cook- other co-workers before. Our superbooklets are great for entertain- visor likes her and doesn't repriing. and actually save calories mand her. How should I handle
because they are divided among this? -- GETTING IMPATIENT
a greater number of people. The IN ILLINOIS
DEAR GETTING IMPAraw apple cake with caramel glaze
serves 16! My booklets are sold TIENT: Handle it by ignoring
as a set and can be ordered by this unpleasant person and avoidsending your name and address. ing her whenever possible. So
plus check or money order for should any other co-worker she
$14 (U.S. funds) to: Dear Abby has offended. Any time she
C'ookhooklet Set. P.O. Box 447. attempts to embarrass any of you,
Mount Morris. IL 61054-0447. it should be reported to your
Shipping and handling are includ- supervisor's supervisor -- individed in the price. Remember, an ually or en masse -- because the
apple a day keeps the doctor failure to act on your concerns
away." and this recipe requires is allowing a hostile work envifive or six of them. (Think of ronment to exist.
the fiber!)
By Abigail
Van Buren

In 1884. the 33rd president of
the United States. Harry S. Truman. was born in Lamar. Mo.
In 1886, Atlanta pharmacist
John Pemberton invented the flavor syrup for Coca-Cola.
In 1921. Sweden's Parliament
voted to abolish the death penalty.
In 1958. Vice President Richard
Nixon was shoved, stoned, booed
and spat upon by anti-American
protesters in Lima. Peru.
In 1962, the musical comedy
"A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum" opened on

Broadway.
In 1972. President Richard
Nixon announced that he had
ordered the mining of Haiphong
Harbor during the Vietnam War.
In 1988. science-fiction author
Robert A. Heinlein died in Carmel.
Calif.. at age 80.
Ten years ago: A federal grand
jury indicted Chinese-horn California socialite Katrina Leung on
charges that she'd illegally taken.
copied and kept secret documents
obtained from an FBI agent. (A
federal judge later dismissed the
case against Leung.)
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NO DRIPS
Dear
I
Heloise:
have a cake
recipe that I
make to bring
to a lot of
functioris that
has a glazetype frosting
that you pour
over the top.
It usually drips down and pools
around the cake on the platter. I
end up having to try to clean it
up before serving.
After I cut out wax paper to
line the cake pans. I save the
outer scraps. I put them down
around the cake and on the platter. When done glazing and the
glaze has finished dripping down,
I just. remove the wax paper and
throw it away. The platter stays
clean and without drips! — Nicole
G. in Washington
FIBER, ROUGHAGE —
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?
Dear Heloise: What is the
difference between FIBER AND
ROUGHAGE? I know it's important to get both, but they seem
the same to me. — Zach K. in
Florida
What a great question' The

by
Heloise

IDUSTIINFia)
I THOUGHT YOU
5A11) YOU VE HAP
PRACTICE PINING?

Xf50X..
GRAND
THEFT
AUTO.

- I 1E_ I-171(w
ankr F
BARK!

ACROSS
1
5
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
22
24
26
27
28
30
31
32
34
35
38
41
42
43
44
45

that are less likely
Just' the see-lanai bones to
pound on each odic, ate preferred
So lather than togging. try swimming. bicycling or using equip
mem such As an elliptical cross
trainer
your symptoms don't
If
improve, surgery to remove the
structures that are pressing on
your spinal cord is often successful. People who have this surgery
can usually be physically active,
with few or no restrictions, for a
long time. However, up to one
in tour patients need a second
surgery within 10 years of their
initial surgery.
Sometimes the changes that
cause spinal stenosis cause a vertebra tel slip forward. If that's true
in your case, you might consider spinal fusion surgery. This fixes
the 'position of the vertebrae permanently, preventing future displacement. By reducing motion in
the affected area of the spine,spinal
fusion relieves the pain caused
by abnormal movement.
So even though you asked
about surgery, you should know
that most people with spinal stenosis never need it. Fortunately. simper approaches work for most
people.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School.)
E semi M.,

I.

answer is that they are and they things to bake are pies and cookaren't! Dietaryfiber and roughage ies. Most of them are rolled out.
I buy about a yard of cheap
are pretty much the same thing.
But there are IWO different types muslin and cut, four pieces to
use for rolling out these goodof fiber: soluble and insoluble.
Soluble fiber is jellylike and ies. It sure saves a lot of money
dissolves' in water. The flesh of instead of buying a special cloth
fruits and vegetables (no skin) for rolling. Once it gets a little
is soluble, as are oats and beans. hit soiled. I just throw it away
Insoluble fiber is "roughage." and go to the next piece. I store
BIN what keeps your digestive the cloth I am working with in
system moving. It's found in the a plastic storage bag and keep it
SKIN of fruits and vegetables. on a shelf in the pantry. — Dot
B. in New Hampshire
and in whole wheat and nuts.
Both types offiber are impor- TAKING FOOD
Dear Heloise: I have a' sugtant to your good health. Fiber
can help lower cholesterol, and gestion about taking food to grievit aids in digestion. An apple a ing families: I go to the local
day (skin and all) really can keep meat market or deli and have
the doctor away! But don't go individual sandwiches made and
overboard all at once. Add a lit- wrapped. This way, the food is
tle more fiber to your diet slow- ready for hungry folks, but with
ly, and your body will thank you. no mess or preparation. This is
Also, read labels, and you will especially appreciated when there
be able to see how much fiber are children involved. — Kathleen M. in Ohio
is in a serving. — Heloise
VEGETABLE PEELER
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Dear Readers: Most of us
Heloise
own a vegetable peeler, but did
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000 you know that it is not just for
vegetables? A peeler is used for
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloisetatgleloise.com carrots, cucumbers and potatoes.
but it also is great for shaving
BAKING HINT
Dear Heloise: I bake just chocolate, butter and slices of
about every day. My favorite cheese! — Heloise

White House power
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backs passes
f-or much of your life, your spinal
canal is wide enough that it does
n't touch or push on your spinal
cord.
However,as the bones and disks
gross older, in some people they
begin to break down. The disks
may bulge out and push on the
spinal cord, or pinch a nerve root
coming out of the spinal cord.
Ligaments. which connect your
vertebrae to one another and allow
them to move flexibly. may thicken. or small- bony growths may
develop and protrude into the spinal
canal.
• Spinal stenosis is a narrowing
of the spinal canal caused by the
problems with aging disks, ligaments or bones that 1 just mentioned.. (I've put an illustration
depicting spinal stenosis on my
websitc. A sk DoctorK.com.)It causes low back pain and discomrort
in the thighs or lower legs when
you stand up straight. bend backward or walk even short distances.
You're probably more comfortable
sitting or leaning forward.
For some people. symptoms
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Spinal stenosis can be
treated without surgery

A couple finds recipe for a
lasting and loving marriage

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. May K.
the 128th day of 2013. There are
237 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 8, 1945. President
Harry S. Truman announced on
radio that Nazi Germany's forces
had surrendered, and that "the
flags of freedom fly all over
Europe."
•
On this date:
In 1794. Antbine ravoisier, the
father of modern chemistry. was
executed on the guillotine during
France's Reign of Terror

Merray Ledger & Times
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Huck's pal
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